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The rapid progress of transgenic biotechnology has significantly
promoted the development and production of genetically modified
(GM) crops. The extensive global cultivation of GM crops has generated
great benefits, which may provide opportunities for solving the problems
inherent in world food security, but it has also aroused considerable
biosafety concerns worldwide. Among these, the potential environmental
consequences created by possible transgene escape from a GM crop
to its non-GM crop counterparts (crop-to-crop) and wild or weedy
relatives (crop-to-wild) via gene flow are the most debated biosafety
issues internationally. Gene flow indicates the movement of genes or
genetic materials from one plant population into another. There are
three avenues for gene flow to occur: pollen-mediated, seed-mediated,
and vegetative-propagule-mediated gene flow. There are a range of
predicted possible environmental consequences (e.g., creation of new
weeds, change of fitness-related characters, and loss of genetic diversity
in crop landraces and wild relatives) caused by crop-to-crop and crop-towild transgene flow. In addition, transgene flow also arouses biosafety
concerns for food/feed and health (e.g., GMO “contamination”), and
socio-economics and ethics (legal and trading difficulties). Through
pollen-mediated gene flow, a transgene can move from a GM crop into
populations of a wild relative, and persist or disseminate in the wild
population through further hybridisation and introgression between the
GM crop and wild relative. If a transgene can express in wild plants as
it does in the GM crop, the transgene may change a certain trait (e.g.,
insect resistance and herbicide tolerance) of the wild plants, possibly
leading to further undesired consequences. If a transgene can alter
the fitness of wild plants and the dynamics of the wild populations, the
introgression of the transgene in the wild population may cause either
local extinction of the population, by the so-called “swarm effect” (in
the case of reducing fitness of wild plants), or make the wild population
more invasive and competitive (in the case of increasing fitness of
wild plants). A risk assessment system of the potential environmental
consequences caused by transgene escape to wild relatives through
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pollen-mediated gene flow can be developed based on the following
science-based and step-by-step principles: 1) estimating the frequencies
of transgene flow, 2) determining the expression level of the transgene
in wild plants, and 3) measuring the fitness change brought about
by the expression of the transgene in wild plants and populations. A
systematic risk assessment will facilitate the appropriate prediction of
potential environmental consequences caused by transgene escape to
wild relatives under different circumstances. To minimise the possibility
of transgene flow, a number of confinement strategies have been
developed or proposed, applying physical and biological approaches.
A transgenic mitigation (TM) strategy is also available for reducing the
potential risks of escaped transgene(s) to the weedy or wild populations
by co-introducing “mitigator” genes that are tandemly linked to the
target transgene(s) to deliberately reduce the fitness of any hybrids and
their progenies. The proper combination of transgene confinement
and mitigation strategies will provide an effective management tool
for minimising any environmental consequences created by transgene
escape to wild relatives via pollen-mediated gene flow.
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Riassunto
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Il rapido progresso delle biotecnologie transgeniche ha promosso
significativamente lo sviluppo e la produzione di colture geneticamente
modificate (OGM). La coltivazione estensiva di OGM a livello globale ha
generato grandi benefici, che possono fornire opportunità per risolvere
i problemi inerenti la sicurezza degli alimenti a livello mondiale, ma ha
anche generato preoccupazioni considerevoli in termini di biosicurezza.
Tra queste preoccupazioni, le possibili conseguenze a livello ambientale
create dalla possibilità di trasferimento genico da una coltura transgenica
alla sua controparte non transgenica (da coltura a coltura) o a specie
selvatiche e infestanti strettamente correlate (da coltura a specie
selvatica) mediante flusso genico, sono l’argomento di biosicurezza più
dibattuto a livello internazionale. Il flusso genico indica il movimento di
geni o di materiale genico da una popolazione di piante ad un’altra. Ci
sono tre vie attraverso le quali può avvenire il flusso genico: mediato
dal polline, mediato dai semi, o mediato da propagazione vegetativa.
C’è un numero di possibili conseguenze ambientali (ad esempio,
creazione di nuove infestanti, cambio di caratteri legati all’adattamento,
e perdita di diversità genetica in specie coltivate e specie selvatiche
relative) causate dal flusso genico tra colture a da coltura a specie
selvatica. Inoltre, il flusso genico determina anche preoccupazioni per
la sicurezza degli alimenti e della salute (contaminazione da OGM)
nonchè socio-economiche ed etiche (difficoltà legali e commerciali).
Attraverso il flusso genico mediato dal polline, un transgene può
spostarsi da una coltura transgenica a popolazioni di specie selvatiche
geneticamente correlate, e persistere o diffondere nella popolazione
selvatica mediante ulteriore ibridazione e introgressione tra la coltura
transgenica e la selvatica parente. Se un transgene può esprimersi in
una pianta selvatica come nella pianta transgenica, il transgene può
cambiare una certa caratteristica (ad esempio, resistenza agli insetti e
tolleranza agli erbicidi) della pianta selvatica, portando così ad ulteriori
conseguenze indesiderate. Se un transgene può alterare le capacità di
adattamento di una pianta selvatica e la dinamica della popolazione,
l’introgressione del transgene nella popolazione selvatica può causare
o un’estinzione locale della popolazione, mediante il cosiddetto
“effetto sciame” (nei casi di ridotta capacità di adattamento delle
piante selvatiche), oppure rendere la popolazione selvatica più invasiva
e competitiva (nel caso di un aumento della capacità di adattamento
delle piante selvatiche). Un sistema di valutazione del rischio di possibili
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conseguenze ambientali causate da una fuga di un transgene a una
specie selvatica relativa attraverso flusso genico mediato da polline
può essere sviluppato sulla base dei seguenti principi, sia scientifici che
passo dopo passo: 1) stimando le frequenze del flusso del transgene,
2) determinando il livello di espressione del trangene nella pianta
selvatica, 3) misurando il cambiamento della capacità di adattamento
determinato dall’espressione del transgene nelle piante selvatiche e
nelle popolazioni. Una valutazione del rischio sistematica faciliterà una
previsione appropriata delle conseguenze ambientali possibili causate
dalla fuga del transgene nelle piante selvatiche in differenti circostanze.
Per minimizzare la possibilità di un flusso del transgene, sono state
sviluppate e proposte diverse strategie di confinamento, applicando
approcci sia fisici che biologici. È anche disponibile una strategia di
mitigazione transgenica per ridurre i rischi potenziali di fuga dei transgeni
nelle popolazioni infestanti o selvatiche mediante co-introduzione di geni
mitigatori che sono legati in tandem al transgene bersaglio per ridurre
deliberatamente l’adattabilità di qualsiasi ibrido e della progenie. Una
appropriata combinazione di strategie di confinamento e mitigazione
del transgene fornirà un efficace strumento di gestione per minimizzare
qualsiasi conseguenza ambientale creata dalla fuga del transgene verso
piante selvatiche relative attraverso flusso genico mediato da polline.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The rapid development of biological science and technology has brought the
world into a new era of biotechnology (Lu, 2004; Huang et al., 2005; Hatti-Kaul
et al., 2007). One of the most important characteristics of the biotechnology
era is the wide application of genetic engineering (also referred to as
genetic modification) technologies for the improvement of plant, animal,
and microorganism species for human benefits. As a consequence, modern
biotechnology has greatly promoted the research and development of
genetically modified (GM), or transgenic crops worldwide. To date, a large
number of modified genes conferring diverse traits have been successfully
transferred into crop varieties through modern biotechnology (Christou, 1997;
Hansen and Wright, 1999; Repellin et al., 2001; Lu and Snow, 2005; Lee et al.,
2006; Zhao et al., 2007). These traits include high protein content and unique
nutritional compounds (Gura, 1999; Hasler, 2000; Ye et al., 2000), disease and
insect resistance (Datta et al., 1998, 2002; Rao et al., 1998; Huang et al., 2005;
Bock, 2007), virus resistance (Shepherd et al., 2007; Vanderschuren et al., 2007),
herbicide resistance (GalloMeagher and Irvine, 1996; Lutz et al., 2001; Toyama
et al., 2003), as well as salt and drought tolerances (Bahieldin et al., 2005; Tang
et al., 2006). The great success of GM crops has had an enormous impact on
world crop production and cultivation patterns of agricultural species such as
cotton, soya bean, oilseed rape, and maize (James, 2006).
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On the one hand, the commercial production of GM crops with various
agronomically beneficial traits has opened a new dimension for meeting the
great challenge of world food security by enhancing the efficiency of crop
production. But on the other hand, the extensive environmental release and
cultivation of GM crop varieties have aroused tremendous biosafety concerns
and debates worldwide (Stewart et al., 2000; Ellstand, 2001, 2003; Pretty, 2001).
Biosafety issues have already become a crucial factor in constraining the
further development of transgenic biotechnology and the wider application
of GM products in agriculture. Nowadays, it is not possible to circumvent
biosafety issues when discussing the development and application of GM
crops in the world. Therefore, it is a rational attitude to face the challenge of
those biosafety issues aroused by the cultivation of GM crops and try to close
the “knowledge gap” by providing solid data from sound scientific research.
Understanding what is the meaning of biosafety and its related issues will help
make a correct decision when facing and dealing with the technology and
its products. Biosafety refers to “the avoidance of risk to human health and
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safety, and to the conservation of the environment, as a result of the use for
research and commerce of infectious or genetically modified organisms” (FAO
Glossary, http://www.fao.org/biotech/index_glossary.asp). Therefore, this
terminology is related to the safety aspects of GM products from transgenic
biotechnology that may pose an impact on human health and environment
during the entire procedures of research, exploration, production, and
utilisation. There are a quite number of biosafety-related concerns in general,
but the most important ones can be summarised as follows:
• food, feed, and health safety caused by GM products (Aumaitre
et al., 2002; König et al., 2004; Cromwell et al., 2005; Hothorn and
Oberdoerfer, 2006; Marshall, 2007);
• environmental safety (Dale et al., 2002; Conner et al., 2003; Celis et
al., 2004; Pilson and Prendeville, 2004; Sanvido et al., 2007);
• labelling of GM products and the detection of possible transgene
(or derived protein) presence in agricultural products (Ahmed, 2002;
Matsuoka et al., 2002; Phipps et al., 2003; Vogel, 2006);
• socio-economical and ethic concerns aroused by the application
of GM products and technology (Pray et al., 2002; Finucane and
Holup, 2005; Aerni, 2007; Einsele, 2007);
• regulatory procedures and acts for GM related issues (Schilter and
Constable, 2002; Williams, 2002; Nap et al., 2003; Novoselova et al.,
2007; Ramjoue, 2007; Spök, 2007);
• general public perception or acceptance of GM products and
transgenic biotechnology (Yang et al., 2005; Curtis and Moeltner,
2007; Horlick-Jones et al., 2007; Huffman et al., 2007; Knight et al.,
2007); and
• risk assessment systems in relation to the environmental release and
cultivation of GM products (Ervin et al., 2003; Andow and Zwahlen,
2006; Birch, et al. 2007; Hooftman, et al. 2007; Johnson et al.,
2007).
The concerns of environmental or ecological biosafety aroused by the
introduction of GM organisms are the most challenging issue, because it
is difficult to determine the long-term environmental impacts caused by
GMOs released to the environment in which unpredictable and complex
situations are always expected. However, the most discussed environmental
biosafety issues can be summarised as follows:
• direct and indirect effects of toxic transgenes (e.g. the Bacillus
thuringiensis [Bt] insect resistance gene) on non-target organisms,
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and impacts of such toxin-encoding transgenes on population
levels of competitors, preys, hosts, symbionts, predators, parasites,
and pathogens (Losey et al., 1999; Poppy, 2000; O’Callaghan et al.,
2005; Oliveira et al., 2007);
• interactions and influences of transgenes and GM plants on
biodiversity, ecosystem functions, and soil microbes, including
target organisms (Kowalchuk et al., 2003; Bellon and Berthaud,
2004; Giovannetti et al., 2005; Oliveira et al., 2007);
• transgene escape to crop landraces and wild relative species
through gene flow and its potential (direct and indirect) ecological
consequences (Wilkinson et al., 2000; Rieger, 2001, 2002; Snow et
al., 2003; Lu and Snow, 2005; Wang et al. 2006; Mercer et al., 2007;
Rong et al., 2007); and
• potential risks associated with the development of resistance to
biotic resistance-transgenes in target organisms (Bates et al., 2005;
Dalecky et al., 2007; Li et al., 2007; Wu, 2007).
In addition, there are still some unknown involvements in biogeochemical
processes, as well as other potentially significant interactions between
transgenic traits and the environment, all of which need to be clearly
determined (Heinemann, 2007).
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Among the above environmental biosafety issues, transgene escape from a
GM crop variety to its non-GM crop counterparts, particularly to the crop
landraces and traditional varieties, or to the weedy/wild relatives of crop
species has aroused tremendous debate worldwide (Ellstrand et al., 1999;
Ellstrand, 2001, 2003; Lu and Snow, 2005; Wang et al., 2006). This is because
transgene escape can easily occur via gene flow and may result in potential
ecological and biodiversity consequences if significant quantities of transgenes
constantly outflow to non-GM crops and weedy /wild relative species. This is
particularly true when specific transgenes can introduce evolutionary selective
(dis)advantages to the crop varieties or wild populations. The most relevant
questions relating to transgene outflow and its potential environmental
consequences should be addressed and analysed scientifically in order to
have an objective understanding of this issue. The author believes that the full
understanding of potential biosafety problems, including transgene escape
and its environmental consequences, along with effective assessment and
management of such problems, will facilitate the promotion of the further
development of transgenic biotechnology, as well as guarantee the safe and
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sustainable utilisation of biotechnology and its products in our generation
and generations to come. The most relevant questions regarding transgene
escape and it environmental consequences include those as listed here:
• Will transgene escape from a GM crop considerably influence the
sustainable and safe use of crop biodiversity and impact agroecological systems?
• How does transgene escape to non-GM crop varieties and to
weedy/wild relatives happen in reality?
• How could escaped transgenes actually affect the genetic diversity
of crop landraces and wild populations?
• What are the potential biosafety consequences caused by gene
flow from an environmental perspective?
• How can we assess the potential environmental risks caused by
transgene outflow using a biosafety framework?
• Can we mitigate environmental risks, if any, through the use of
management measures?
These questions should and can be addressed, not only for the benefit of
scientists and researchers, but importantly also for the public and consumers of
biotechnology products within the international community. The objective of this
review is to introduce: the concept and mechanisms of gene flow; the categories
of possible consequences caused by pollen-mediated transgene outflow; the
biosafety assessment framework for such consequences; and the theoretical
means to mitigate and manage any potential environmental consequences,
based on knowledge generated from past and current biosafety research.
2. WHAT IS GENE FLOW? - CONCEPT AND BACKGROUND

Gene flow is a natural process that contributes to species evolution. However,
in the particular case of GM crops, the flow of one or more transgenes
could have adverse environmental, socio-economic, or ethical impacts.
Transgene flow from a GM crop to its non-GM crop counterparts (particularly
conventional varieties) or to a population of weedy/wild relatives has been
considerably discussed as one of the central ecological or environmental
risks associated with the application of transgenic biotechnology to crop
production (Committee on Scientific Evaluation of the Introduction of
Genetically Modified Microorganisms and Plants into the Environment,
1989). Such environmental risks include potential adverse effects on natural
biodiversity and the survival of wild populations. Assessing the consequences
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caused by transgene flow is challenging, because it is difficult to predict the
ecological effects of transgenes that are integrated into different genetic
backgrounds or expressed in different ecological contexts. Indeed, plants
that acquire transgenes will continue to evolve, subject to natural and artificial
selection pressures in the agricultural setting and beyond. Importantly, once
transgenes have moved into new populations, it is impossible to remove
them from the environment if the transgenes can successfully persist and
spread in the population (Johnston et al., 2008). Therefore, understanding
issues such as what is gene flow, what causes gene flow, and what will be the
fate of a transgene that has moved into a recipient population through gene
flow, is very useful for understanding their potential consequences.
2.1. Definition of Gene Flow

In simple terminology, gene flow is the movement of genetic materials (genes
or alleles) from one organism to another. In population genetics, gene flow
(also known as gene migration) refers to the transfer of alleles or genes from
one population to another (Hartl and Clark, 1989). Theoretically, there are
two types of gene flow: vertical gene flow and horizontal gene flow (Box
1), although the latter is commonly referred to as horizontal gene transfer.
Horizontal gene flow occurs only among unrelated species, such as between
plants and microbes, as well as between microorganisms (Thomson, 2001). The
discussion of horizontal gene flow is based more on theory than practice, since
it has never been shown to occur with transgenes outside an experimentallyenforced setting, even though this process is significant in the evolution of
organisms. Therefore, this review will focus only on vertical gene flow.
BOX 1. DEFINITION OF GENE FLOW
Vertical gene flow – The movement or transfer of genes or alleles by normal
reproductive processes, between separate populations of plant and animal
species.
Horizontal gene flow – Introduction of genes into organisms by processes that
are independent of organism reproduction; infectious.
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Gene flow (vertical) is a term extensively used in evolutionary biology and
population genetics, long before the issue of transgene escape from GM
crops was raised. It is a general understanding that many organisms (mostly
plants and animals) are divided into spatially separate populations that have
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restricted contact with each other. Spatial separation will possibly lead to
reproductive isolation among populations. Many factors can fragment a
species into a series of isolated populations. For example, geographical
or ecological isolation can cause differentiation of a plant species into
populations with different levels of genetic barriers. Conversely, gene flow
can also maintain populations with a certain degree of genetic relatedness.
Isolation and gene flow are two different forces in the evolutionary process,
with the former promoting speciation or diversity, whilst the latter maintains
a species with the same genetic identity (Rieseberg et al., 2004). Human
activity, such as domestication, serves as a strong isolation force that can
produce, by selection and cultivation, a separate population derived from
a wild plant species. Therefore, gene flow is a natural process that occurs
incessantly and permanently between biologically-compatible organisms
and to which all genes are subject. In the case of transgene escape, gene
flow serves as a medium that moves a transgene from a GM crop to its nonGM counterparts and wild relatives.
2.2. Avenues of Gene Flow

Since gene flow is defined as, for example in plants, the movement of
genes from one plant population to another, any medium that can move
genes around will lead to gene flow. Typically, there are three avenues for
gene flow to be mediated; either by pollen, seed, or vegetative propagule
(Box 2, Table 1). Pollen-mediated gene flow occurs when pollen grains
travel from a plant individual to another individual resulting in fertilisation.
BOX 2. AVENUES OF GENE FLOW
Pollen-mediated gene flow – The movement of genes through pollination
between individuals of different populations.
Seed-mediated gene flow – The movement of genes through seed dispersal
between different populations.
Vegetative-propagule-mediated gene flow – The movement of genes through
dispersal of vegetative organs between different populations.
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Table 1. Types of gene flow via different avenues and their characteristics
Type of gene
flow
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Occurrence

Influenced
by affinity
between
donors and
recipients

Factors that constrain gene
flow

Pollen-mediated Common

Yes

Outcrossing rate of
recipients, pollen loads of
donors, pollen competition
between donors and
recipients, the pollinating
media (e.g. wind, animals),
and climate conditions

Seed-mediated

Common

No

Seed dispersal media (e.g.
wind, water, animals, and
humans) and sometimes
climate conditions

Vegetativepropagulemediated
(usually for
perennial)

Not common No

Vegetative-organ dispersal
media (wind, water, animals,
and humans)

This process can happen between individuals within the same population
or among separate populations. In the latter case, wind, animals, water
current and other factors can serve as media. Seed-mediated gene flow
occurs through the natural dispersal of seeds by animals, wind, water, or
other means from one population to another. Animals with long-range
migration habits can transfer seeds over very long distances. Humans
can also move seeds intentionally through seed-exchanging and trading
within or between geographical regions, which can promote significant
amounts of gene flow. The frequencies and patterns of human-influenced
seed movement require sociological (seed exchange and distribution)
and economic (regional and international trading) analyses and cannot
be predicted using only knowledge related to plant biology. In the case
of vegetative-propagule-mediated gene flow, the movement of genes
takes place through the natural dispersal of vegetative organs (e.g. tillers,
roots, tubers and rhizomes) of plant species by animals, wind, water, or
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other means. As for seed-mediated gene flow, the movement of vegetative
organs, particularly by animals and humans, is difficult to estimate when
based only on plant biology.
Pollen-mediated gene flow will be primarily determined by intrinsic
biological features, particularly the pollination biology of the plant species,
such as breeding systems, out-crossing rates, amount of pollen (pollen
load) produced by pollen donors, and pollen competition between donors
and recipients (B.-R. Lu; unpublished gene flow modelling data). Physical
or environmental conditions, such as distances between pollen donors
and recipients, the strength and direction of wind, temperature, light
intensity, and air humidity, will also influence pollen-mediated gene flow
to a great extent. It is very important to generate such baseline biological
and physical data through a science-based approach for the accurate
prediction of pollen-mediated gene flow. In agricultural ecosystems,
humans can play an important role in seed and vegetative-organ dispersal
and migration, as would be the case of seeds or vegetative organs falling on
the ground during harvesting and picking, transportation to the processing
manufacturers, and trading at the local, regional and international level..
The intensity and avenues of gene flow in different crop species can vary
significantly, depending on annual or perennial characteristics, the capacity
for seed dormancy, the longevity of seeds or vegetative propagules during
storage (under natural or artificial conditions), differences in breeding
(mating) systems, the importance of such crops in national and international
markets, and those parts of the crop that are consumed by humans. Given
the complexity of gene movement through seeds or vegetative organs,
seed-mediated gene flow and vegetative-propagule-mediated gene flow
will not be discussed further in this review, but it is necessary to point out
that these are very important avenues for gene flow in terms of evolutionary
processes or GM-related biosafety issues.
2.3. Transgene Escape through Pollination, Hybridisation and Introgression

Transgene escape indicates a process in which a transgene(s) moves from
a GM crop to its non-GM crop counterparts or to its wild or weedy relatives
through gene flow. The escape of transgenes can be categorised into two
major types, based on the gene flow avenues through which the transgenes
have moved and the recipients. The first category concerning the various
available gene flow avenues was discussed in the previous section. For the
second category, transgene flow can usually be determined as crop-to-
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crop gene flow, crop-to-weedy gene flow, and crop-to-wild gene flow
(Box 3), according to the type of recipient.
BOX 3. RECIPIENT-BASED TYPES OF TRANSGENE FLOW
Crop-to-crop transgene flow – Transgene movement from a GM crop to its
non-GM crop counterpart.
Crop-to-weedy transgene flow – Transgene movement from a GM crop to
conspecific weeds.
Crop-to-wild transgene flow – Transgene movement from a GM crop to wild
relative species.

However, what is important to emphasise is that no matter which type of
plant is the recipient, non-pollen-mediated gene flow only results in the
physical movement of GM seeds or vegetative organs/propagules from
one location to another. There is no hybridisation or introgression (Box 4)
involved. Only pollination will cause hybridisation or further introgression
of a transgene into wild populations, which will lead to different ecological
and evolutionary consequences. It is therefore important to bear in mind
that pollen-mediated gene flow is the first, but important, step in the
persistence and spread of a transgene in wild populations. For example,
pollen-mediated gene flow can produce a hybrid between cultivated
rice and common wild rice, and further backcrosses between the hybrids
and wild individuals will stimulate the spread of crop genes (including a
transgene) in a wild rice population through introgression (Figure 1).
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BOX 4. POPULATION ECOLOGY TERMINOLOGY
Hybridisation – A mating between individuals of different populations or
closely related species, which usually results in offspring with dissimilar genetic
background from the pollen donors and pollen recipients through genetic
recombination of genes during hybridisation processes.
Introgression – The stable integration of a gene(s) into a related plant genome
via consecutive backcrossing after hybridisation between the two related species
has taken place.
Fitness – In biology, fitness means the extent to which an organism is adapted
to or able to produce offspring in a particular environment. Usually, the
most fit individuals leave the greatest number of offspring. For example, the
estimation of fitness for a plant can be made based on its ability to survive and
reproduce.
Volunteer – In agricultural rotations, self-set plants from the previous crop
that become established as weeds in the current crop. For example, volunteer
winter wheat will germinate in a following oilseed rape crop and become a
weed.
Persistence – The tendency of an organism to remain in a particular setting
over time after it is introduced. A plant displaying persistence is difficult to
eradicate from an area once it is planted.
Invasiveness – The ability of an organism to spread beyond its introduction site
and become established in new locations where it may provide a deleterious
effect on other organisms already existing there.
Selective sweep – The reduction or elimination of variation among the
nucleotides in neighbouring DNA of a mutation as the result of recent and
strong natural selection. Natural selection will favour individuals that have
a higher fitness and, with time, the newly mutated variant of the gene will
increase in frequency relative to other variants (alleles) of the gene.
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Figure 1. Panicles of cultivated rice (Oryza sativa L., right), common wild rice
(O. rufipogon Griffin, left), and the hybrid or introgressed progeny (middle)
resulting from pollen-mediated gene flow.

Usually, pollen-mediated gene flow is a two-directional event under natural
conditions (Lu, 2003). In other words, a crop gene can transfer to weedy and wild
species, but a weedy or wild gene can also move to crop species (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Schematic illustration showing two-directional gene flow among
cultivated plant species, weedy types, and wild relatives.
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Such gene flow has been found to occur not only between different varieties
of the same species (crop-to-crop), but also between crop species and their
weedy/wild relatives (crop-to-weedy or crop-to-wild) (Figure 1). Occasionally,
gene flow has also been found between a crop and less related wild species
(Jenczewski, et al., 2002; Heinemann, 2007) in the same taxonomic genus or
different genera, as reported in the wheat grass tribe (Triticeae; Lu, 1993). The
direction of gene flow among a crop species, a weedy type, and a wild species
can vary considerably, depending on the out-crossing rate of the pollen
recipients.
In order for any transgene to escape (through pollination) and spread to wild
populations, successful spontaneous hybridisation must happen between a
sexually compatible crop plant and recipient species (for example, wild or
weedy plants). In general, sexually compatible plants are usually members
of the same species or closely related species. If hybrids between transgenic
crops and weeds or wild plants produce viable seeds that develop into
fertile plants, the offspring may cross with the weedy relative resulting in the
introgression of the transgene into the weedy or wild population. The transfer
or introgression of transgenes into subsequent generations will depend on
the fertility of the hybrid progenies and the selection pressure on the recipient
plants hosting the resident transgenes (Chamberlain and Stewart, 1999).
Crop plants could also receive pollen from wild or weedy relatives resulting
in possible hybrids for generation and dispersal. In principle, there will be no
genetic recombination between GM seeds/propagules and those of nonGM crops or wild relative species if no further hybridisation and introgression
occur following the physical movement of the transgenes. In this case, the
environmental consequences caused by such gene flow may not be so
serious, because the transgene(s) will not be integrated into the genomes of
the recipient populations. However, if transgene flow mediated by pollination
happens, it usually results in hybridisation between the pollen donors (in this
case, a GM crop) and pollen recipients (non-GM crop counterparts or weedy/
wild relatives) and further introgression.
Hybridisation involves pollination and fertilisation of recipients by pollen donors.
Transgenes that are most likely retained in a population of wild relatives are those
that enhance fitness (Box 4) and increase the ability of the transgenic hybrids
to compete in the population under natural conditions in the ecosystem. The
fitness performance of offspring resulting from hybridisation in the absence of
transgenes can be used as proxies to help the prediction of possible ecological
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consequences. In many cases, hybridisation produces offspring as equally fit
as their wild parents, which has been extensively reported in spontaneous or
artificial hybrids (Arriola and Ellstrand, 1997; Song et al., 2004b; Heinemann
2007). Hybridisation can sometimes produce superior offspring due to hybrid
vigour. For example, spontaneous hybrids between cultivated and diverse wild
sunflower showed increased fitness in hybrid populations, as measured by
Mercer et al. (2006) and Baark et al. (2008). Sometimes, hybridisation leads to
out-breeding depression (Hails and Morley, 2005). Continual replenishment of
the environment with a crop that incurs a cost on hybrids derived from crosses
with wild populations could, in time, drive the most frequent recipients of the
gene into local decline, or even into extinction. As indicated by Hails and Morley
(2005), ten worldwide cases involving crops and their wild relatives showed
extinction or genetic assimilation of the wild species as a result of hybridisation
with the crops. Any increased fitness of transgenic crops will increase the
likelihood of transgene introgression into wild populations over evolutionary
time by making it easier for crop individuals to persist in natural communities.
Stewart et al. (1997) observed that Bt-transgenic Brassica napus demonstrated
superior over-winter survival when selection pressures were exerted by insects.
If transgenes make a direct contribution to fitness increase (vigour) or decrease
(depression), then the environmental consequences is specific to GM crops
(Heinemann, 2007). Fitness advantages will “drive” gene introgression, eroding
the purity of existing wild species by increasing the number of individuals
with those genotypes that benefit from early incorporation of the (trans)gene
(Ellstrand, 2003).
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Hybridisation between a GM crop and a non-GM crop or a wild relative can
occur in one generation, from which the escaped transgene(s) may then
integrate into the genome of the non-GM crop varieties or wild relative
species through further introgression, resulting in the gradual integration of
the transgene into a related plant genome (wild relatives) through consecutive
backcrossing. Hybridisation and introgression will promote the long-term
persistence and dissemination of transgenes in populations of wild or
weedy populations, and may cause unwanted ecological and environmental
consequences. In following, pollen-mediated transgene outflow may pose
more significant environmental consequences than either seed-mediated
or vegetative-organ mediated gene flow because of subsequent genetic
recombination and introgression of the transgenes in populations of crops
and weedy/wild relatives.
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From the viewpoints of population genetics and evolutionary biology, a
transgene can be introgressed into a population when the gene makes no
contribution to fitness, even in rare cases where it may reduce fitness. However,
the likelihood that a transgene will introgress into a wild population is greatly
increased when there is a small selective advantage to the recipient plants.
Hails and Morley (2005) indicated that the ratio at which genes move into a
new population will depend upon the relative fitness of the first hybrids and
the progenies of their subsequent generations. It is important, but difficult,
to accurately measure a selective advantage or disadvantage of a transgene
under diverse conditions. Thus, estimations of the effect of a transgene in new
genetic backgrounds, such as in different populations of wild relatives, and
under different environmental conditions may not be easily extrapolated from
its known purpose and function.
3. POTENTIAL CONSEQUENCES OF POLLEN-MEDIATED TRANSGENE FLOW

From the above, it is easily understood that gene flow is a natural process,
and a part of evolution that happens all the time. Therefore, gene flow per
se is a widespread and natural event that should not generate any potential
unwanted ecological risk. This is simply because such a process has been
undertaken for many thousands of years during the evolution of vascular
plants (higher plants). Even for gene flow between the major domesticated
crop species and their wild relatives, such a process has continued for at
least a few thousand years, from the onset of the domestication of wild
ancestral species into cultivated forms by humans. To date, there has been
no report of any major negative environmental consequences or disasters
caused by such gene flow.
However, if a gene confers a sufficiently strong fitness advantage, like the
case of transgenes with high expression levels and a unique function (such
as the insect-resistant Bt transgene), it might spread quickly through cropweedy or crop-wild hybrid progenies in the weedy and wild populations via
hybridisation and introgression. Even with very low frequencies of gene flow
from GM crops, a transgene can rapidly accumulate and disseminate in weedy
and wild populations under favourable selection (e.g., Ellstrand, 2003; Snow
et al. 2003; Lu and Snow, 2005). It is important to consider that seed-mediated
gene flow can also be very extensive in both crop cultivars and their weedy
forms due to intentional transportation and exchange of seeds by humans
between regions. Strategies for confining the spread of certain transgenes
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need to consider the dispersal and longevity of pollen grains in air and seeds
in transportation and storage. The estimation of the potential consequences
caused by transgene escape, particularly into populations of wild and weedy
species, should take the selective advantage of the specific transgenic trait
into consideration.
The consequences caused by transgene escape into different recipients can
vary significantly in terms of categories and magnitudes. Transgene escape
from GM crops to their non-GM counterparts will have completely different
affects compared with the escape to weedy and wild relative species. Even in
the latter case, different types of transgenic traits will have different effects to
wild populations under different environmental conditions. In principle, only
transgenes that provide a selective advantage in the evolutionary process
and that can change the fitness of the recipient individuals or populations will
persist or quickly spread in the wild or weedy recipient populations following
transgenes flow. Therefore, the case-by-case principle should be applied
rigidly for biosafety assessments of transgene escape and its environmental
consequences, and be dependent upon the types of recipients (e.g., crops
or wild species) that may incorporate the transgene through gene flow. The
potential or predicted consequences caused by different types of transgene
flow are described next.
3.1. Crop-To-Crop Gene Flow
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Gene flow from one crop field to other adjacent fields planted with nonGM crop varieties of the same species can easily happen. The frequencies
of transgene movement mediated by pollination between GM and nonGM crops depend essentially on the breeding (mating) systems and pollen
quantity of the crops. Relatively high gene flow frequencies will be expected
in out-breeding crops at the same spatial dimension from a pollen source
under the same climate condition compared with autogamous crop species
where low gene flow frequencies will be expected. On a very practical level,
an understanding of crop-to-crop gene flow through both pollen and seeds
is useful if different growers or countries want to separate GM crops from
their non-GM varieties for marketing or regulatory reasons. This will help to
determine the extent of consequences caused by crop-to-crop gene flow in
different crops species. For example, cultivated rice is characterised by high
rates of self-pollination and very little cross-pollination between adjacent
plants or fields (typically less than 1.0 %). Experiments in Italy showed that
pollen-mediated gene flow from a transgenic, herbicide-resistant rice variety to
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adjacent plants of a non-transgenic counterpart was 0.05 %-0.53 % (Messeguer
et al., 2001). Likewise in China, the average frequency of transgene flow from
insect-resistant GM rice varieties and their non-GM counterparts was 0.02 %0.80 % when the plants were grown at close spacing (Rong et al., 2005). Earlier,
similar studies also indicated that gene flow frequencies between hybrid rice
and traditional landraces grown next to each other were significantly different,
with a much higher frequency of gene flow to the hybrid rice (Rong et al.,
2004). This asymmetric pattern of gene flow in rice suggests that the frequency
is determined by the out-crossing rates of pollen recipients. A further study
has shown that gene flow frequency dramatically reduced with the increase
of spatial isolation distances from the GM rice pollen donors by only a few
metres (Rong et al., 2007). These findings are consistent with the small isolation
distances that are recommended for maintaining the purity of cultivated rice
grown in seed nurseries. In the USA, for instance, rice plants that are grown for
certified seed to be sold to farmers must be isolated from other rice varieties
by only 6 metres or less (Gealy et al., 2003). Consequences caused by crop-tocrop gene flow in a cross-pollinating species like maize would be much more
serious. This is reflected by the world debates caused by the “contamination”
of traditional maize varieties in Oaxaca, Mexico (Quist and Chapela, 2001;
Ortiz-Garcia et al., 2005; Raven, 2005).
There are quite a number of predictions related to the consequences of cropto-crop transgene flow, with only a few included below.
3.1.1. Contamination of non-GM crops

When transgenes move from GM crops to their non-GM crop counterparts,
either through seed-, vegetative organ- or pollen-mediated gene flow, a
major concern is the “adventitious mixing” (so-called “contamination”) of
GM and non-GM crop varieties. If the transgene or derived product becomes
present in seeds or vegetative organs of non-GM crop to be consumed by
human or used as animal feed, such a “contamination” may arouse food and
feed safety concerns if the transgene is designed to alter the composition of
food crops. There are already a few examples where the products of non-food
GM crops have been found mixed with food and feed crops. One of the well
known examples is the Starlink™ GM corn (transformation event CBH-351;
OECD unique identifier ACS-ZMØØ4-3) that was only approved for use in
animal feed. In 2000 the Bt (Cry9C) toxin from Starlink™ corn was detected
in taco shells, sparking a whole-scale product recall. After three years of
intense efforts to recall the seeds, the transgene was still present in detectable
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concentrations in the USA food supply (Heinemann, 2007). A recent evaluation
strongly suggested that the amounts of Starlink™ corn still in circulation are
underestimated and that there is no convincing data to suggest that present
levels of “contamination” are reducing further (Marvier and Van Acker, 2005).
Another example is the herbicide resistant long grain GM rice (transformation
event LLRICE601; OECD unique identifier BCS-OSØØ3-7) from the USA
that was found in a number of European countries, as well as in Asian and
African countries before it was approved for commercialisation (http://www.
foeeurope.org/GMOs/rice_contamination.htm; http://www.radiomundoreal.
fm/rmr/?q=en/node/20338). Recently, it was also found in China where GM
rice is yet to be approved for environmental release and commercialisation in
the market by the Chinese authorities.
These incidences of “contamination” of non-GM crops by GM crops
illustrate the problems of crop-to-crop gene flow, as well as the challenges to
maintaining segregation between GM crops and their non-GM counterparts.
“Contamination” of non-GM crops, particularly organic agricultural products,
usually creates social-economic and ethical biosafety concerns. Extensive and
long-distance crop-to-crop gene flow will alter the deployment of GM and nonGM crop cultivation. The “co-mingling” of GM seeds or vegetative organs in
non-GM crop varieties will cause disputes in regional or international trading,
and may well cause legal disputes (Committee on the Biological Confinement
of Genetically Engineered Organisms, 2004). A significant amount of gene flow
to non-GM crops has the potential to increase opportunities for subsequent
gene movement to weedy or wild rice populations. In these cases, the level of
“mixture” or “contamination” from GM crop by gene flow is crucial. Different
countries have set up a threshold to allow defined low levels of the adventitious
presence of GM products in non-GM products, providing that the GM products
are legally permitted to be commercialised in the exporting countries.
3.1.2. Change of genetic diversity of traditional crops
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There is great concern that the extensive cultivation of GM crops will pose
potential threats to the genetic diversity of traditional crops (Engels et
al., 2006). The loss of genetic diversity of crops in general will reduce the
capacity to breed more productive and stress-resistant crop varieties. The
concerns of genetic erosion are two fold. First, the extensive adoption of GM
crops may lead to rapid losses of traditional crop varieties because of the
continuous replacement of the traditional varieties by more commercially
advantageous GM varieties. For example, after only a decade of adopting
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GM cotton, the current cultivation area of insect-resistant GM cotton (Bt)
comprises more than 70 % of the total cotton cultivation area in China, and
more than 40 % of the total cotton cultivation area in India (James, 2006; Wu
et al., 2007). A similar situation is found with GM soya bean and GM oilseed
rape in northern America. However, the counter argument is that losses to
genetic diversity in traditional crop varieties have already taken place prior
to the introduction of GM crops into modern agriculture, with its landscape
fragmentation, adoption of improved crop varieties, and degradation of
the agricultural environment. Second, the spread of transgenes from a
GM crop variety to non-GM traditional varieties through gene flow may
change the integrity of the traditional varieties if the transgenes have a
selective advantage. During the process of cultivation and seed production,
hybrids containing any beneficial transgenes may gradually accumulate
unintentionally during selection to ultimately replace the original genotypes
of the traditional varieties.
3.1.3. Change in farming practices

Some GM traits require specific management practices to remain effective.
For example, the recommended management of a GM Bt crop is to have a
high dose/refuge strategy, meaning to have a high dose of Bt toxin in the
GM crops and to have a defined proportion of non-GM plants, capable of
hosting the targeted pest species, sufficiently close to the Bt crops to allow
mating of pests between the two locations. Extensive gene flow creates
potential heterogeneity of traits in an environment and will likely change
the concentration of Bt toxin in populations of GM crops, promoting the
evolution of resistance to Bt among insects and lowering its strength
and the effectiveness of high-dose/refuge strategies (Bates et al., 2005).
This can be accelerated by the practice of saving seeds that may lead to
heterogeneous mixtures of Bt and non-Bt plants in subsequent generations
(Fitt et al., 2004). Insect-resistant plants are grown on approximately 12
million hectares globally, and adoption is growing (Bates et al., 2005;
Marvier and Van Acker, 2005). Moreover, the range of plants with Bt variants
available or being developed is expanding, and includes cotton, maize,
tomato, aubergine (otherwise known as eggplant or brinjal), soya bean,
oilseed rape, potato, apple, peanut (groundnut) and broccoli (Bates et al.,
2005). This undoubtedly extends the variety of insects that will one day be
exposed to Bt toxins, with the possible consequence that any management
failures could extend to multiple crops and countries in a short period of
time (Heinemann, 2007).
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Another consequence brought about by gene flow is the creation of a landscape
mosaic. Residual plants expressing Bt toxin-derived insect resistance, whether
they be volunteer or feral crops or wild relatives, could undermine even
region-wide efforts to coordinate Bt cropping practices. Stacked varieties
might not significantly improve the management of Bt resistance if they are
introduced after the same toxins have been individually introduced through
commercialised varieties or if the toxin genes separate during transgene flow.
The extensive cultivation of herbicide-resistant GM crops will also accelerate
changes in farming practices by requiring the use of selective herbicides,
thereby replacing traditional weeding practices that utilise broad spectrum
herbicides or manual weeding, for example (Lu, 2006).
3.1.4. Issues with pharmaceutical and industrial GM crops

One of the main concerns with crop species modified to produce
pharmaceuticals is that they could harm humans or other species when
accidentally consumed following unintentional “co-mingling” with
conventional crops in the food chain. Some GM crops have been modified
to serve as “bioreactors” for the production of pharmaceutical products and
industrial chemicals, such as the GM rice that produces medicine (Oszvald et
al., 2007). These GM crops are expected to be unsuitable as food for human
consumption because they have no historical record of safe use (Heinemann,
2007). Gene flow from such GM crops into the general human food chain
would certainly create adverse effects and greater concerns. The hazards will
relate directly to the original transgenic crop. For example, a gene for the
production of a vaccine protein may be transferred to a non-GM crop through
extensive gene flow, with the same spectrum of concerns surrounding either
the original or the hybrid crop entering the human food supply (Heinemann,
2007). Alternatively, novel hazards might arise from transgene flow, because
the expression of a protein in one food crop may be significantly different from
its expression in another. This was illustrated when a protein from a bean with
a history of safe use as human food was demonstrated as being a potential
allergen after it was transferred and produced in peas (Prescott et al., 2005).
Care must also be taken to ensure that future GM crops specifically modified
to have altered nutritional levels, such as the so-called “Golden Rice” (Ye et
al., 2000), will be safe for consumption by the general populace should they
enter the human food chain in an unfettered manner.
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3.2. Crop-to-Wild Gene Flow (Including Crop-to-Weedy Gene Flow)

Ecological studies have shown that some GM crops are viable in natural
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ecosystems and can interbreed with their wild relatives. The most publicised
environmental consequence is that invasive weeds may be created if GM
crops modified to tolerate herbicides or to resist diseases and pests transfer
their transgenes to wild or weedy relatives via gene flow. Plants can also be
modified with traits that allow them to grow faster (for example, by expressing
a specific growth hormone), reproduce more (for example, by enhancing seed
production), and live in new types of habitats (for example, by enhancing
drought and cold tolerance). In principle, the potential environmental
consequences caused by crop-to-wild or crop-to-weedy transgene flow
can be effectively determined by the amount of transgenes that have
outflowed to the wild and weedy populations, and by the characteristics
of the GM traits that have or do not have evolutionary advantages under
natural selection. When populations incorporate a GM trait likely to confer
a selective advantage and are then exposed to a relevant selective pressure
(e.g., pest attacks or drought/salinity stresses), the populations will most
likely exhibit an enhanced performance (Ellstrand, 2003; Lu and Snow, 2005)
leading to unwanted environmental consequences. It is necessary to point
out that crop-to-wild or crop-to-weedy gene flow can recur over time. This is
because plants of wild and weedy species generally persist in their habitats,
or their seeds remain in the local soil seed-bank. The frequency of transgene
flow can increase through recurrent gene flow over different years/seasons
from GM crops cultivated in surrounding area. This is different from the case
of transgene flow to cultivated species that are harvested at the end of the
season. If the crops are consumed or used by industry/manufacturing, the
transgenes do not accumulate in the crop populations. However, if the crops
are to be used as seeds, the contaminated seeds may be propagated and
disseminated to different regions.
Because of these unique features, the direct and immediate consequence
of crop-to-wild gene flow will be changes in the genetic integrity of wild or
weedy species by recurrently pumping transgenes into wild populations. In
addition, if the transgene conveys a selectively advantageous trait(s), the
movement of such a transgene into wild relatives may change the fitness of
wild or weedy relatives, resulting in demographic alterations (either increase
or decrease) of the wild and weedy populations, or rapid accumulation and
spread of the transgenes in the populations by speeding up introgression of
the transgene into wild or weedy populations. These changes will potentially
lead to diverse environmental consequences.
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There are different possibilities for the fate of a wild population which
incorporates a transgene. On the one hand, if the transgene can enhance
the fitness of wild relatives through the expression of a favourable trait
such as pest resistance, drought tolerance, or enhanced growth ability, the
outflowed transgene will persist and quickly spread in the population through
introgression. The individuals that express the transgene will out-compete
those individuals without the transgene under natural selection. This process
will promote a rapid increase of transgenic individuals and enhance their
invasiveness, causing different degrees of weed problems by enabling the
wild populations to expand into new territories. With the advent of herbicide
resistant crops, oilseed rape being the most well known, there is strong public
concern about the production of “super-weeds” that are resistant to multiple
herbicides.
On the other hand, if the transgene reduces the fitness of receiving wild
relatives, the frequencies of individuals that contain the disadvantageous
transgene will decrease gradually. This process will be accelerated by recurrent
gene flow and introgression from the nearby GM crop, possibly leading to
the extinction of local populations by the so-called swarm effect (Ellstrand
and Elam, 1993). In many parts of the world, such swarm effects have already
happened in the absence of GM crops through crop-to-wild gene flow (Kiang
et al., 1979), where populations of wild relatives are surrounded by crop fields
in agricultural ecosystems and inhabit bordering areas between agricultural
lands and natural habitats (Wilkinson et al., 2000; Ellstrand et al., 2007).
If the transgene is selectively neutral and does not alter the fitness of the wild
relatives, such as those genes encoding nutritional compounds and quality
traits that are only favourable to human taste or health conditions, the outflow
of such a transgene may not have considerable influences on the population
dynamics of the wild relatives. In this case, the likelihood of environmental
impacts of such gene flow should be low.
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Environmental consequences caused by crop-to-wild or crop-to-weedy gene
flow are profound and need to be determined in the long-term. There are still
many biological mechanisms underlying the process of gene flow and fitness
change to be understood. Listed here are only some of the hypothesised/
predicted consequences of crop-to-wild gene flow that are commonly
discussed and debated worldwide, although most have never been found
or proven. Science-based studies should be conducted to test whether in
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reality such consequences will happen under a case-by-case situation, and to
measure the magnitude of such consequences should they occur.
3.2.1. Creation of new weeds

Weeds can cause significant yield loss to a crop if the weed populations
extensively infest agricultural fields, competing for resources with the crop
(Hoagland and Paul, 1978). In addition, weeds can also lower the commercial
quality or nutritional value of a crop by introducing undesirable grains,
toxins, or allergens (Kwon et al., 1991), whether they are sourced naturally
or from GM plants. Any transgene-expressing weeds or wild populations
are expected to create the same serious management problems as those
currently experienced with their non-transgene-containing counterparts.
Crop-to-wild transgene flow may accentuate the characteristics of weediness,
leading to greater persistence and invasiveness (Box 4) of already existing
weeds. On the other hand, a GM crop may acquire genes for weediness
leading to persistence and invasiveness of a crop species. Therefore, the
concerns of gene flow with respect to weediness are mostly related to the
following two aspects: (1) a wild or weedy species, for example a wild and
weedy rice or oilseed rape that invades and persists in crop fields has the
ability to become a more effective and aggressive weed; and (2) a GM crop
volunteer (Box 4) or hybrid between the GM crop and wild relatives has the
ability to become a more effective and aggressive weed, after incorporating
transgenes that convey traits against biotic and abiotic stresses. These
concerns relate to the hypothesis that a transgene from GM crops will bring
a fitness advantage to the populations of crop volunteer, weeds, and wild
species (Ellstrand et al., 1999; Ellstrand, 2001; Lu and Snow, 2005).
Some noxious weeds, such as charlock (Sinapis arvensis) in the UK, have
seeds that can persist in soil for up to 35 years. This observation is important
due to the detection of a hybrid of charlock and herbicide-tolerant oilseed
rape in a large UK study. While the seeds of the hybrid did not germinate, the
pollen of the plant was not tested for the presence of the transgene (Daniels
et al., 2005). Thus, transgene flow could potentially make this important weed
herbicide-tolerant. Traits that may influence invasiveness include fertility,
vegetative vigour, tolerance of a wide range of environmental conditions,
and the quality and dispersal range of viable material. Gene flow between
crops and their weedy populations is relatively high, because the weedy
populations are conspecific with the crops, usually derived from volunteers of
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the same crop species, or from offspring of hybrids between crops and their
wild relatives (Lu, 2003).
Recurrent or sequential transgene outflow from a GM crop may cause
transgene stacking in the same type of wild relatives or volunteers. Cross
pollination between varieties of oilseed rape (Brassica napus) in Canada has
resulted in spontaneous triple-herbicide-resistant variants (Hall et al., 2000).
Volunteers of oilseed rape are considered as among the 20 most common
weeds in fields in Alberta, Canada, occurring as a residual weed in wheat
and barley fields (Hall et al., 2000). Stacked herbicide tolerance in weeds or
volunteers can significantly increase difficulties for weed control.
3.2.2. Effects of other fitness-related transgenes

In many cases, transgenes do not encode traits with an evolutionary selective
advantage. These types of transgenes are not expected to persist and
spread in volunteer/weedy or wild populations of plant species. Therefore,
the outflow of such transgenes is unlikely to result in environmental problems
because frequencies of the transgenes would remain very low in populations.
Likewise, transgenes that confer a fitness cost (in the form of reduced survival
or fecundity) will be less likely to be passed on to host progeny (e.g., Gressel,
2000). Many transgenic traits related to nutritional quality, manufacture
processing quality, and grain composition are likely to have neutral or even
negative effects on the fitness of weedy and wild relatives of the crop. These
include for example, the psy, crtI, and Gt1 genes that increase the content
of vitamin A (in the form of βß-carotene) in golden rice (Ye et al., 2000) and
the antisense Wx gene that improves the taste quality of rice grains (Chen et
al., 2006). These transgenes may pose limited environmental consequences
should they escape to weedy or wild relative species through gene flow.
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In contrast to the above cases, the fitness of wild and weedy populations might
be enhanced by transgenes that confer a greater resistance to biotic stresses
(such as insects and diseases), or a greater tolerance of abiotic stresses (such
as drought and salinity), or an enhanced production of seeds or vegetative
propagules. Depending on local environmental conditions, the flow of these
types of “fitness-enhancing” transgenes to nearby recipients could release
weedy or wild populations from ecological pressures that restrict their local
abundance or limit their habitat requirements. If the transgene recipient
population is already a weed or has the potential to become more invasive by
acquiring specific transgenic traits, it might become more invasive in natural
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habitats. For example, if wild or weedy rice acquires transgenes that confer
salt tolerance and faster growth rates, it will become more invasive in brackish
and saline habitats. Another question concerning the consequences of gene
flow from a transgenic crop relates to the magnitude of the transgene-derived
fitness benefit and whether this will affect the population dynamics. This will
largely depend on the extent to which insect and disease pressures regulate
the wild relative populations. Therefore, fundamental ecological studies of
wild populations are needed to help address this question. In wild sunflower,
for example, the expression of a single Bt transgene resulted in less damage
from insect larvae and a large boost in fecundity in field-grown experimental
plants in Nebraska, USA (Snow et al., 2003). Therefore, if certain transgenes
can enhance the fitness of wild or weedy species, it is important to evaluate
1) the potential for creating more invasive weeds, 2) any possible harm to
non-target species, such as beneficial insects, and 3) any possible effects of
gene flow on the long-term durability of insect-resistant and glyphosateresistant crops (e.g., Committee on Environmental Impacts Associated with
Commercialization of Transgenic Plants, 2002; Snow et al., 2005).
3.2.3. Spread of transgenic herbicide resistance

Transgenic herbicide resistance is the type of trait that could easily be acquired
by wild and weedy species through gene flow. Weed control in crop fields
is increasingly dependent on herbicides in both developed and developing
countries, because of the shortage in agricultural labour and changes in
farming practices, for example, the shift from transplanting plantlets to directseeding in rice. This transition has resulted in worse problems with weeds,
due to weed seedlings out-competing, and suppressing the growth of, rice
seedlings (IRRI, 2000), as well as causing a severe occurrence of weedy rice in
northeastern China (Cao et al., 2006). Rice fields that become heavily infested
with weedy rice can become unusable because the weed is an effective
mimic of the crop and its longevity in the seed-bank makes it very difficult
to eradicate. Thus, rice growers who can afford the cost of herbicides are
eager to adopt herbicide-resistant rice varieties, even though the benefits of
this strategy could be short-lived. The cultivation of herbicide-resistant rice
varieties will certainly complicate the situation of weed control after a short
period of time, because resistance to different types of herbicides is inherited
as a dominant Mendelian trait that can easily spread to weedy rice by crosspollination (e.g., Gealy et al., 2003). If the same herbicide is used repeatedly,
selection favouring the GM herbicide-resistant weedy rice will be very strong.
Modelling studies by Madsen et al. (2002) estimated that herbicide resistance
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may become common in weedy rice populations within only 3-8 years of
continuous rice cropping. A similar situation is expected with the cultivation
of GM oilseed rape. Different herbicide resistant transgenes were found to
be stacked in the same volunteers following recurrent gene flow (Hall et al.,
2000), and the same transgenes are also expected to be taken up by any
weedy types occurring in the neighbourhood.
Therefore, it seems extremely likely that new genes for herbicide resistance
will spread to weedy types and volunteers, especially in regions where
weed management is already difficult. In general, it seems likely that most
fitness-enhancing traits will not be able to spread to weedy populations
as quickly as those genes for herbicide resistance in populations that are
frequently exposed to the herbicide in question. Even for self-pollinating
wild or weedy species that can incorporate transgenes at very low rates,
once transgene flow has occurred, those self-pollinating plants with a
greater fitness will quickly increase the number of transgenic progeny in
subsequent generations. In Costa Rica, for example, the rapid development
of glyphosate-resistant weedy rice derived via gene flow from a herbicide
resistant rice variety bred from a mutant has already become a major
economic problem for rice farmers who rely on glyphosate for no-till rice
production and who are not able to implement weedy rice control (Bernal E.
Valverde, Tropical Agriculture Research and Development, Alajuela, Costa
Rica, personal communication). Consequently, a number of rice scientists
have recommended that herbicide-resistant rice should not be widely used
without strict stewardship guidelines and effective biological confinement
techniques to mitigate transgene flow (e.g., Gressel, 2000; Olofsdotter et al.,
2000; Madsen et al., 2002).
3.2.4. Loss of genetic diversity in wild germplasm

Wild relatives of crop species are widely viewed as valuable resources of
genetic diversity for future breeding (e.g., Vaughan, 1994; Ellstrand, 2003). Even
if these wild relatives are somewhat weedy, germplasm experts believe that
these reservoirs of diversity should be protected from population extinction
and genetic “swamping,” which results from a heavy influx of crop genes. To
some people, the mere presence of transgenes in the wild germplasm of crop
relatives represents a form of “contamination” or “genetic pollution”.
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There are two scenarios for the unwanted effects of transgenes on genetic
diversity. First, it is theoretically possible that strong selection for fitness-
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enhancing transgenes could generate selective sweeps (Box 4), in which
portions of the crop genome that are linked to these transgenes displace
corresponding portions of wild genomes (Ellstrand, 2003; Gepts and Papa,
2003). This process is expected to be more common in self-pollinating species
than in out-breeders, which have a greater potential for the mixing and dilution
of crop alleles during sexual reproduction. Also, selective sweeps could be
favoured by clonal reproduction, which might allow more vigorous transgenic
crop-wild hybrids to out-compete the non-GM plants at the local level. The
potential for rapid selective sweeps in most self-pollinating plants seems
remote because 1) few transgenes seem likely to confer fitness benefits that
are strong enough to lead to selective sweeps in wild populations, and 2) the
extent of pollen-mediated gene flow is typically very low. However, massive
transgene flow to wild relatives through recurrent pollination may pose threats
to wild germplasm, particularly for out-breeders. Second, in some situations,
a large influx of fitness-reducing transgenes could contribute to population
declines or even local extinction of small, isolated populations of wild plants
that occur near the crop (Haygood et al., 2003). In populations of 100 individuals
or more, frequencies of fitness-reducing transgenes would diminish due to the
purifying force of natural selection. Therefore, current information suggests
that gene flow from self-pollinating GM crops may not threaten the genetic
diversity of wild and weedy relatives to a greater extent than current gene flow
from conventional varieties (Ellstrand, 2003; Gepts and Papa, 2003).
Gene flow may affect genetic diversity if it compromises the survival of
populations of plants that are valued for not having a particular transgene.
Biodiversity may be threatened by the escape and proliferation of a
competitive accession expressing the transgene. Perhaps less well recognised
is the loss of diversity through genetic erosion. While this is a natural process,
GM agriculture can be conducted on scales that significantly distort the
normal impacts of genetic erosion through gene flow. Not only are large
areas covered in GM crops, but they are replenished frequently by human
cultivation, leading to repetitive introductions of the exotic genes into an
environment.
4. RISK ASSESSMENT OF POLLEN-MEDIATED TRANSGENE ESCAPE
4.1. Risks and Risk Assessment

Generally, “risk” is defined as the expectation that a threat may succeed
and the potential damage or hazard that can occur. Very often, people mix
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up the meaning of “risk” and “damage” (or hazard), but correctly speaking,
the meaning of a risk is not equal to that of an existing damage or hazard.
It is very important to know that risk is the probability or likelihood in which
a specific damage or hazard will occur, and that certainty is the special case
of risk in which this probability is equal to zero (0 %) or one (100 %). In the
context of environmental biosafety, a risk indicates the probability of any
damage or harm to the environment as a result of the extensive release of
GM plants into the environment.
Risk assessment in general indicates a critical and productive exercise
that helps to determine the occurrence and magnitude of relevant risks.
The objective of risk assessments is to reduce the risks of exposure to
the environment to an absolute minimum level. Risk assessment can be
qualitative or quantitative. In the presence of known damages or hazards
(e.g., levels of toxicity of a transgene to the environment), quantitative
assessments can be done. However, in many cases, quantitative data are
incomplete or even absent, which makes the risk assessment exceptionally
challenging. Therefore, the determination of quantitative data associated
with risks is essential during the risk assessment exercise.
4.2. Principles of Biosafety Risk Assessment

In the context of environmental biosafety, risk is derived as a function of
hazard and exposure. Here, hazard represents the intrinsic properties of a
substance or object (in this case, a transgenic plant or transgene product)
with potential adverse or harmful effects. Exposure is a quantitative
measurement of the extent to which a given hazard is present in a particular
dimension (in this case, the environment or ecosystem). Therefore,
Risk indicates the probability that any adverse effect will occur from an
environmental hazard.
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The effective assessment of environmental risks created by the extensive
release of GM crops depends essentially on the knowledge of potential
adverse or harmful effects from a transgenic plant and their probability
to occur. Therefore, the establishment of such knowledge is key, prior to
the exercises. A biosafety risk assessment usually follows four steps: (1)
hazard identification; (2) exposure assessment; (3) effects assessment; and
(4) risk characterisation (Andow and Zwahlen, 2006). Therefore, to design
a protocol for environment-related biosafety risk assessment, one should
consider the key factors and steps that can cause adverse or harmful
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effects caused by the cultivation of a GM crop and the potential in which
the adverse effects will occur.
5. THE PROCEDURE OF RISK ASSESSMENT FOR TRANSGENE FLOW TO
WILD RELATIVES

To effectively assess environmental biosafety consequences created by
transgene escape from GM crops to wild relatives through pollen-mediated
gene flow, it is necessary for us to attain knowledge (e.g. the baseline data
of crops and their wild relatives) that is relevant to the particular biosafety
assessment, as well as to determine any knowledge gaps that are essential
to address the relevant scientific questions at hand, stringently following
the principle of biosafety risk assessment. The knowledge gaps include the
following aspects:
1) What is the possibility that a transgene can move from a GM crop to wild
relatives, and what is an accurate frequency of such an occurrence?
2) What is the destiny of a transgene that has introgressed into individuals
of wild relatives?
3) Can transgenes change the fitness of individuals of wild relatives?
4) Can transgenes alter the demographical dynamics of a wild population?
5) Does expressing a transgene significantly enhance the invasiveness of
wild individuals and populations?
The correct answer of each of these questions will certainly help to reduce
knowledge gaps and facilitate the establishment of a standard protocol
that is useful for assessing gene flow-related environmental risks.
5.1. Setting the Scene: A Framework

As discussed in the previous section, risk assessment is an exercise or a
procedure that helps to determine the likely occurrence and magnitude
of relevant risks. To meet the objective of a risk assessment, it is necessary
to establish a general framework and protocol for determining whether or
not environmental risks associated with transgene flow will occur, and how
serious the risks will be at the various steps. Through the logical analyses
of transgene escape and its potential environmental consequences in
the previous sections, it can be seen that there are three major steps or
procedures closely associated with the rational assessment of transgene
escape and its environmental consequences.
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First, it needs to be understood whether or not a transgene could
flow from a GM crop to its wild relatives. If no such possibility for gene
flow exists, due to biological, temporal, and spatial constraints, there
will be no pollen-mediated transgene escape to wild relatives, and
consequently, no further risk assessment is required. Second, it needs to
be understood whether or not the introgressed transgene(s) will express
and inherit normally in the hybrids and advanced progenies between
a GM crop and wild relatives. If a transgene can be incorporated into
a wild individual or population through gene flow, but cannot express
normally to exert its normal function, there should be no, or very limited,
environmental consequences after the incorporation of such a transgene
into the wild. Accordingly, no further risk assessment is required. Third,
it needs to be understood whether or not the introgressed transgene(s)
could change the ecological fitness of the wild recipient individuals,
and affect the dynamics of a wild recipient population, which may bring
about an increase in invasiveness of wild individuals or populations. As
illustrated in Figure 3, transgene escape and its potential environmental
consequences will essentially depend on the success of a transgene
from outflowing to establishing/spreading in a wild population through
successive procedures. The potential risks created by transgene flow
following this framework can therefore be assessed once necessary
baseline data are collected.
Additionally, in biosafety risk assessment, there are a few important
principles to follow, such as the science-based principle, case-by-case
principle, and step-by-step principle. These principles serve as an
excellent guide to effectively undertake the biosafety assessment of
the environmental consequence derived from transgene flow in a tiered
approach, as indicated in Figure 4.
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Figure 3. A conceptual framework indicating the three important platforms
for risk assessment of transgene escape from a GM crop to its wild relative
species through pollen-mediated gene flow and the potential environmental
consequences.
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Figure 4. An outline of the step-wise process for assessing potential
environmental consequences caused by transgene escape through pollenmediated gene flow following the concept illustrated in Figure 2.
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5.2. Baseline Information

The availability of baseline information for a target (GM) crop and its weedy/
wild relative species is very important for facilitating the assessment of the
environmental biosafety consequences associated with pollen-mediated
transgene escape. Normally, there are three prerequisites that decide
whether or not pollen-mediated transgene escape from a GM crop to its
wild relatives will happen:
• The first prerequisite is that, spatially, a GM crop and its wild relatives
should have a sympatric distribution and be grown in close vicinity.
This will ensure that pollination between a GM crop and its wild
relatives occurs.
• The second prerequisite is that, temporally, the flowering time (including
flowering duration within a year and flowering time within a day) of a GM
crop and its wild relatives should overlap. This means that there should
be synchronised flowering of a GM crop and its wild relatives.
• The third prerequisite is that, biologically, a GM crop should have
a sufficiently close evolutionary or genetic relationship with its wild
relative species to guarantee successful sexual hybridisation between
the crop and wild plant. In addition, the resultant interspecific
hybrids should be able to survive and reproduce normally.
If the three prerequisites cannot be met, usually transgene escape from a GM
crop to its wild relatives through gene flow will not happen. Therefore, prior to
any risk assessment of gene flow-related consequences to the environment,
it is necessary to obtain the baseline information outlined below.
The opportunity for gene flow from a GM crop to its wild relatives will vary
considerably from location to location because of variation in the geographic
distribution of relatives. The presence of wild or weedy populations in a region
may create more concerns than when a region has no close relatives to the
crop. Information on the distribution of wild relatives of the target crop should
be available through consulting herbaria, and searching the scientific literature.
Critical baseline information will be required to answer the following questions:
• What are the crop wild relatives within the area where the GM crop
will be released? How many, and how frequently do, wild relative
species occur?
• What is the geographical distribution of the concerned crop wild
relatives? Are these wild relatives widely grown or endemic to a region?
• Which of these crop wild relatives can outcross naturally with the
GM crop?
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• Are there conspecific weedy populations occurring in the areas
where the GM crop will be released? How abundant and diverse are
these weedy populations?
(Step one in Figure 4)
There are some basic biological features that will lay the foundation for
potential gene flow. For example, wind-pollinated species may have
higher average pollen movement than species that are self-pollinated or
insect-pollinated. In a reported case of wind-pollinated creeping bentgrass
(Agrostis stobnifera L.), gene flow was detected at 21 kilometres distant
(Watrud et al., 2004). Pollen longevity and crop height may also affect the
distance that pollen travels. The following biological features are essential
for understanding the potential of transgene escape through gene flow:
• What types of breeding (mating) systems do the target crop and its
wild relatives have (e.g. obligate out-crossing, strict self-pollination,
or mixed mating)?
• What is the flowering habit of the crop and its wild relative species?
• How far does pollen disperse from crop fields and how long does
the pollen remain viable?
• To what extent does the crop out-cross with its wild relatives in
natural habitats?
• What type of vectors (e.g. wind, insect) lead to pollen movement
from the crop?
(Step two in Figure 4)
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The biological relationships of a crop with its wild relatives determine the
magnitude of crop-to-wild gene flow and introgression. Even though
the GM crop and its wild relatives can hybridise with each other and form
spontaneous hybrids, the viability of the F1 hybrids will determine whether
the transgene will persist in wild populations. Using results generated from
experimental crosses between commercial crop varieties and different types
of wild relatives will assist in predicting the potential consequences of gene
flow. There are many such studies of crop-wild crosses and hybrid analysis that
provide good references for judging the possibility of crop-wild hybridisation
and introgression (Linder et al., 1998; Jarvis and Hodgkin, 1999; Ellstrand,
2003; Song et al., 2004b). The following baseline information regarding the
ability of survival and reproduction of hybrids are also important:
• Do artificial crosses between the crop and potential gene flow
recipient wild relatives easily result in viable F1 hybrids?
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•

Do crop-wild hybrids arise spontaneously in natural habitats? How
abundant do hybrids occur?
• Are F1 hybrids vigorous and fertile under experimental and field
conditions?
• Can backcross hybrids be made under experiment conditions? Are
introgressed progenies observed under field conditions?
• How fit are the hybrids and introgressed progenies in natural
habitats?
(Step three in Figure 4)
When all the spatial, temporal and biological prerequisites are met, it is
then essential to assess actual gene flow frequencies to determine the
level of potential environmental risks caused by gene flow.
5.3. Estimation of Gene Flow Frequencies
Estimating frequencies of pollen-mediated gene flow is a key component of,
and the primary step in, risk assessment. It will answer questions relating to
“exposure” in the risk assessment process. Measuring the frequencies at which
gene flow occurs is a challenging task in many crop-wild complexes, because,
as discussed in the previous section, gene flow frequencies can vary significantly
between plant species with different mating systems and modes of pollination
(e.g. wind pollination versus insect pollination). Pollen-mediated gene flow is
influenced by many biological factors, such as; flowering habits, out-crossing
rates, the amount of pollen produced and the duration of pollen viability,
the sizes of pollen donor and recipient populations, as well as by many nonbiological factors, such as; the distance between pollen donors and recipients,
wind speed or insect pollinator activity, humidity, and other climate conditions.
Therefore, the measurement of gene flow frequencies for different crop-wild
species at different locations should strictly follow the case-by-case principle
(Lu and Snow, 2005). In other words, gene flow data obtained for one type of
crop (e.g. wind- and self-pollinated) cannot be used for the risk assessment
of another type of crop (e.g. insect-pollinated out-breeder). A number of
experimental and empirical approaches have been developed to estimate the
relative frequencies of pollen dispersal and pollen-mediated gene flow rates
of plant species (Lavigne et al., 2002; Ellstrand 2003; Song et al., 2003; Lu and
Snow, 2005; Koopman et al., 2007), which can be used for measuring transgene
escape from GM crops.
Prior to obtaining crop-to-wild gene flow frequencies, it is very helpful to study
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the crossability and compatibility between the crop species that the GM trait will
be, or has already been, transferred to and the potential wild relative species that
occur in the areas where the GM crop is expected to be cultivated. This assists
in determining the various possibilities in which the transgene could move from
the GM crop to its wild relative species. If the crop has a high crossability with its
wild species under natural conditions, then transgene outflow to wild species/
populations will be high, and vice versa. Studies of the crossability between a crop
and its wild relative species can be conducted in the greenhouse or field by hand
pollination, including reciprocal crosses (using wild relatives as both maternal and
paternal parents). The number of individuals used during test pollinations should
be sufficient (>30 individuals for each parent) to ensure that the resulting data is
truly representative of the crossability between the crop and wild species. If the
crop species is not compatible with the wild relatives or the ratio of crossability
is extremely low, no further biosafety assessment for transgene escape to wild
relatives via pollen-mediated gene flow is needed. Otherwise, the biosafety
assessment should proceed to the next tier/step. The crop-wild crossability can
be estimated from the ratio of seed set (Rs) between the crop and wild species
after hand-pollination, which can be calculated from the formula:
RS (%) =＝ Nh / Tf × 100% ％
RS = Ratio of seed set; Nh = Number of hybrid seeds obtained; Tf =＝Total
number of flowers pollinated.
It is also important to examine the fertility of the artificial crop-wild hybrids,
including pollen (male) fertility and seed (female) fertility. Pollen fertility,
ascertained by staining hybrid pollen grains with an iodine-potassium
iodide (I-KI) solution, can be calculated from the formula:
Fpo (%) = Ps / Pt ×100% ％
Fpo＝= Pollen fertility; Ps = Number of stainable pollen grains; Pt = Total
number of pollen examined,
whereas seed fertility can be estimated using the following the formula:
104

Fpa (%) = Sg / St ×100% ％
Fpa = Seed fertility of hybrids; Sg = Number of good seeds; St = Number
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of seeds examined
An accurate measurement of the frequency of gene flow mediated by pollination
is vital in preliminary estimations of the extent of risks caused by transgene
escape to wild relative species, given that the risk is determined by the amount
of transgenes that move to wild populations and the adverse effect of the
transgene to wild populations. However, the frequency of gene flow can be
significantly different among plant species with diverse mating systems, as well
as diverse climate conditions. Therefore, gene flow frequencies measured from
one species cannot be used for another species, and even the measured gene
flow frequencies from one variety of the same species cannot be used completely
for other varieties under different environmental conditions. Thus, the “case-bycase” principle should be strictly followed in biosafety assessment.
Information on individual out-crossing rates and variation in flowering times is
useful for evaluating the potential for hybridisation. Small-scale experiments
involving plants with distinct genetic markers can be used to measure gene flow
between adjacent plants in a given location and year, but they may not reflect
large-scale or long-term processes. Although these types of information are
undoubtedly incomplete, they can be used to assess the potential for transgene
escape and to develop strategies to minimise the escape of certain types of
transgenes via pollen.
Seed-mediated gene flow can also be very effective as a means of transgene
dispersal, especially when seeds are traded within and between countries.
Usually, rice seed have their husks removed before commercial shipments and
exports for food consumption. In this case, the seed are not viable because
their embryos are damaged during the milling process. However, sometimes
rice seed are transported without dehusking, including those that are intended
for domestic seed sales. Also, viable seed can be dispersed when the grain
is threshed and dried in the open air, and when it is handled, sorted, and
transported for milling. A few studies have attempted to quantify the extent of
gene flow by means of seed dispersal in rice or other cultivated species (Barton
and Dracup 2000; Saji et al., 2005). However, in the following sections, pollenmediated gene flow from cultivated rice (Oryza sativa) to other rice crops, weedy
rice (O. sativa f. spontanea), and wild rice species (other Oryza species) will be
the main focus.
(Step four in Figure 4)
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5.4. Expression and Inheritance of Transgene in Wild Relatives

There is a large amount of evidence demonstrating that genes can move
from a crop to its wild or weedy populations via gene flow, the frequencies
of which in some plant species can be relatively high (Ellstrand, 2003; Song
et al., 2003; Chen et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2006). This means that in many
cases transgene escape from GM crops to their wild relatives is unavoidable.
However, whether or not the escape of the transgene will have ecological
or environmental consequences depends essentially on the extent to which
the function of the transgene will be maintained (or changed) in wild relative
receiving species. If the escaped transgene cannot express normally (i.e., with
much lower levels of its products) in wild relative species following outflowing,
the transgene may not alter the traits or fitness of the wild relatives. As a result,
the transgene escape would not introduce any ecological consequences. On
the other hand, if the transgene can express normally, or even stronger than
in the parental GM crops, after its introgression into wild relative species, then
the escaped transgene might provide a fitness advantage to the populations
of recipient wild relatives, resulting in unwanted ecological consequences.
Therefore, to facilitate the biosafety assessment of transgene escape to
populations of wild relative species, it is important to conduct scientific
research to properly estimate the expression level of a particular transgene in
wild individuals, as well as the inheritance of the transgene in wild populations
under different environments. This is particularly relevant for transgenes that
have obvious selective advantages for biotic (such as insect and disease) and
abiotic (such as drought and salinity) stresses, if pollen-mediated transgene
flow to wild relative species cannot be circumvented. In this case, questions
relating to transgene expression and inheritance following introgression into
the wild relatives are more important.
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Currently, there are a number of methodologies to estimate transgene
expression levels, including by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA:
Sims and Berberich, 1996; Bashirn et al., 2005) and reverse transcriptasepolymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR: Sripaoraya et al., 2006). Commonly, the
principle of estimating transgene expression is to measure the amount or level
of transgene products (e.g. the Bt toxic protein) that can be detected in the
individuals or populations of wild relatives, in comparison with the parental
GM crops. For example, to determine whether an insect-resistance transgene
(Bt) introgressed into wild populations will pose significant environmental
consequences, under the hypothesis that the target lepidopteron species
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occur in association with the wild crop relative population and regulate the
population dynamics, estimations of transgenic expression levels in wild
individuals will help predict the possibility of change to the wild population
composition. Artificial hybrids and their progenies between a GM (e.g. Btinsect resistance) crop and wild relatives can be produced by artificial crosses
and backcrosses in order to estimate the transgene expression in wild
species. The content of Bt protein can then be measured in the GM crop, F1
hybrid and advanced-hybrid populations. If the content of Bt protein in the
hybrid progenies of wild relatives is similar to the GM crop, then it is assumed
that the transgene will be able to kill the target lepidopteran species in the
new host wild population. On the other hand, if the content of Bt protein is
dramatically low or undetectable in the hybrid progenies of wild relatives, it is
assumed that the transgene will not cause further ecological consequences,
due to “loss of function” in the wild populations.
Similarly, the inheritance of a transgene in the wild population can also
be estimated by the production of artificial populations of F1 hybrids and
advanced progenies through crosses between a GM crop and wild relatives,
and subsequent backcrosses and self-pollination. If the transgene is normally
expressed in crop-wild hybrids and progenies, as well as inherited between
different generations, further biosafety assessments of possible environmental
consequences will be necessary.
(Step five in Figure 4).
5.5. Fitness Change of Wild Relatives Caused by Transgenes

For the estimation of long-term persistence and spread of transgenes in
crop wild populations in relation to the fitness change, several key factors
should be taken into consideration: 1) genetic mechanisms (e.g. genetic
relationships and compatibility) that allow the transfer of transgenes into wild
populations, 2) the degree (gene flow) to which transgenes are transferred to
wild populations; 3) the fitness of early hybrids relative to their wild parents,
and 4) possible fitness costs or benefits that are associated with a particular
transgene (Jenczewski et al., 2003).
If a transgene can move from a GM crop to its weedy or wild relatives, and
at the same time the escaped transgene can be normally expressed and
inherited in the wild relatives, it is then very important to continue the risk
assessment in order to understand whether or not the transgene will change
the ecological and evolutionary fitness of the recipient wild relatives. This
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is because if expression of the transgene causes changes to the fitness
of recipient wild relatives, the pattern of persistence and spread of the
transgene in a wild population may vary significantly. Transgenes may have a
strong expression pattern due to activation by a special promoter, and have
very unique functions that may not be found in natural situations. Expressing
a transgene may considerably alter the ability of wild relatives in terms of
their survival, competition, and/or reproduction. These changes may affect
the persistence and spread of transgene in wild populations in a spatial or
temporal dimension. To establish crop-wild hybrid-and-progeny populations
(e.g. producing F1 hybrids, self-pollinated F2, F3 progenies, and backcrossed
BC1, BC2 progenies) under experimental conditions through artificial crosses
between a GM crop and its wild relatives will facilitate data generation for any
fitness analysis required during the biosafety assessment.
However, to appropriately measure any fitness changes (sometimes the
change can be very minor) of wild plants brought about by the expression
of a transgene, and to properly incorporate the collected fitness data into
the biosafety assessment system remains challenging. A well-designed
fitness study can take a very long time to complete, especially when data
may be required from multiple generations. It is important to point out that
fitness is a measurement of the successful survival and reproduction of wild
plants, which can be affected by many components throughout the life cycle
in a given environment, e.g. seed dormancy and germination, seedling
establishment and vegetative growth, individual viability and fecundity. Even
though the determination of an adverse effect and the eventual success of a
risk assessment largely relies on the prediction of any fitness change caused
by transgenes, it is not straightforward to identify the components crucial
for accurately predicting the fitness of recipient wild plants. Therefore, a few
aspects need to be taken into consideration when studying fitness for the
biosafety assessment.
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The usual way to estimate any fitness change is to examine vegetative and
reproductive productivity of crop-wild hybrids (mostly the early generations
of hybrids), because morphological and reproductive traits appear to be
more directly related to the number of offspring an individual can potentially
produce (Arriola and Ellstrand, 1997; Snow et al., 2003; Song et al., 2004b;
Hani et al., 2005; Mercer et al., 2007). However, the direct measurement of
fitness change in F1 hybrids poses some concerns on the correct judgment of a
transgene in crop-wild hybrids because the role of lifetime fitness, competitive
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advantage at the specific growth stages, and trade-offs between different
components of fitness is still unclear (Jenczewski et al., 2002). It is recognised
that crop-wild hybrids will not be genetically uniform due to variation in wild
populations (Linder and Schmitt, 1994), leading to difficulties in generalising
the results from only studies of F1 hybrids. According to the study by Linder
et al. (1998), estimates of early generations of crop-wild hybrid fitness may
be of little predictive value for the assessment of transgene establishment.
Sometimes, the F1 crop-wild hybrids demonstrate enhanced vegetative
vigour that contributes to their total fitness, but this may not be of much use in
predicting any ecological consequences over a long period of time.
It is also important to measure any long-term persistence and spread of
crop genes (transgenes) in wild species after crop-wild hybridisation and
introgression occurs (Campbell and Snow, 2007). The direct measures of crop
gene establishment in early hybrids raise questions about distinguishing
introgressive markers from ones jointly inherited from a common ancestor.
Studies have therefore concentrated more on analysing the successive steps
in the process of transgene establishment. Therefore, when designing a study
to estimate any fitness change resulting from transgene flow, it is necessary
to establish experimental populations of different generations of crop-wild
hybrid progenies.
Evaluating the long-term spread and persistence of a transgene in wild
populations also requires an understanding of whether possession of the
transgene imposes a cost (fitness penalty) on the wild plants in the absence
of a selection pressure on the transgene. It is also important to know whether
the transgene confers a trait with selective advantage or if it is selectively
neutral. Transgenes with different selective values (advantageous, neutral,
or disadvantageous) are expected to spread in wild populations at quite
different rates. In addition, apart from the balance between the fitness costs
and benefits of a transgene brought to wild plants under natural selection,
the persistence and spread of a transgene in wild populations will depend on
the strength and frequency of transgene flow. Strong and recurrent transgene
flow can be sufficient to establish transgenes in populations, even though the
transgenes may contribute to slight fitness disadvantages. The frequency of
transgenes can be expected to increase in the wild populations if crop-towild transgene flow is significantly strong and frequent. Taken together, all
these factors will significantly affect the dynamics of a wild population that
has acquired a transgene(s) through pollen-mediated gene flow, significantly
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impacting the risk assessment procedure.
(Steps six and seven in Figure 4).
When all the steps of the risk assessment procedure (Figure 4) are completed,
via published literature consultation and data collection from actually
designed experiments, it should be possible to make a conclusion with a high
degree of confidence concerning any environmental consequences caused
by the transgene outflow to a crop wild relative species. The risk assessment
exercise not only provides us with a tool to determine the possibility of
transgene escape to the wild relatives, but also allows the appropriate
measurement of adverse affects caused by a particular transgene that has
been incorporated into a population of wild relatives. This will help facilitate
decision-making concerning an application for environmental release and
commercial production of a GM crop in a particular region under unique
environmental conditions.
6. MANAGEMENT AND MITIGATION OF POLLEN-MEDIATED TRANSGENE
ESCAPE

As shown in the above analyses and discussion, pollen-mediated gene flow
can effectively contribute to the extent of transgene escape from a GM crop to
its non-GM counterparts and wild relatives. Therefore, effective confinement
or even elimination of pollen-mediated gene flow is an important measure
for the management of transgene escape. There are two major groups of
strategies being proposed to confine pollen-mediated gene flow: physical
and biological. However, it is important to point out that the confinement
of transgene flow is extremely difficult in many cases, particularly for cropto-crop gene flow in plant out-breeding species and crop-to-wild gene flow
when crops and their wild relatives co-exist or occur in close proximity.
6.1. Physical Confinement
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In many cases, it is possible to significantly reduce the frequency of pollenmediated gene flow by deploying an effective strategy of physical isolation
between GM pollen donors and recipients. The extent of pollen-mediated
gene flow is affected by pollen flow that has a leptokurtic distribution, with
most pollen grains spreading close to the pollen donors, and only a small
amount moving over longer distances. For example, most maize pollen falls
within about 30 m, and most rice pollen falls within a few metres, from the
pollen donor (Song et al., 2004a; Devos et al., 2005). Again, the longevity of
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pollen viability for many crop species is only a matter of minutes. For example,
the imperial expectation of rice pollen longevity is less than 10 minutes,
although the pollen viability of wild rice and its hybrids can be somewhat
longer (Song et al., 2001). Temporal (flowering time) isolation between pollen
donors and recipients can sometimes also serve as an effective strategy for
physical confinement.
Frequencies of pollen-mediated gene flow can vary significantly among plant
species, even among different varieties of the same crop species (Rong et al.,
2004). Many experimental and modelling studies have been conducted with
different crop species for identifying a useful measure of the ideal physical
isolation between GM and non-GM crops to contain “contamination” (also
referred to as “adventitious presence”) under an acceptable agreed level,
for example, in rice (Song et al., 2004a; Rong et al., 2007), maize (Luna et
al., 2001; Devos et al., 2005), and wheat (Gustafson, et al., 2005; Hansona et
al., 2005). The objective of physical isolation is to maintain the level of gene
flow below certain set thresholds. There will never be a standardised physical
isolation strategy for all crop species, and the effectiveness of a strategy must
be measured on a crop-by-crop and crop-to-wild basis.
6.1.1. Spatial isolation

Spatial isolation involves a separation zone that could be open land or fields with
other plant species that serve as a pollen barrier between the GM pollen donors
and recipients. Gene flow mediated by pollination should be within the range
of pollen flow of a particular species, and the frequency of pollen-mediated
gene flow is determined by the pollen density around the pollen recipient at
particular spatial distances. This suggests that spatial isolation can reduce gene
flow between GM and non-GM crops. A pollen barrier that is a band of plants
grown around pollen donors and/or recipients allows conventional crops to be
isolated from their GM crop counterparts by distance. Pollen barrier space may
be more effective than other forms of physical separation (Devos et al., 2006).
Pollen barriers, for example pollen-producing (competition with GM pollen)
or tall crops, hedges, trees, and screens are usually recommended around
recipient fields. This strategy is based on studies showing that cross-fertilisation
(gene flow) rates are usually higher at crop edge rows than closer to the centre
of fields. However, the merits of pollen barriers in different crop configurations
are still uncertain. It was shown that the use of large trap crops reduced longdistance pollen flow significantly, but sometimes the use of such large trap
crops is unrealistic in practice because the borders of trap crops can be larger
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than the transgenic fields (Hokanson et al., 1997). Changes in environmental
conditions, in particular due to metrological variation, will strongly affect the
effectiveness of spatial isolation between GM and non-GM crops. For example,
the change of wind strength and speed can affect the effectiveness of pollen
barriers, because pollen can be carried to high altitudes by the wind current
and land on plants far from the donors (Devos et al., 2005).
6.1.2. Temporal isolation

The idea of temporal isolation is to separate the flowering time of GM from
non-GM crops or totally remove pollen from the GM crops. Temporal strategies
involve the use of delayed plantings and crop rotation to avoid contact between
GM and non-GM crops. In practice, staggering the sowing times of different
crops may help to reduce gene flow by changing their flowering times. If crops
do not have overlapping flowering periods, the chances of hybridisation are
greatly reduced. A study in Spain showed a significant reduction in crossfertilisation by sowing crops no more than one week apart. There was a
reduction of 75 % in gene flow when the time difference was stretched to three
weeks (reported in Devos et al., 2005). It is recommended that crop rotation
could be useful to minimise contact with non-GM crops if neighbouring farmers
are able to closely coordinate with their crop(s), but this may not be possible in
places where mono-cropping is widespread (Devos et al., 2005). Apart from the
above constraints, another difficulty of this strategy is the market price for the
harvested crops, because the earlier crop products usually have a better market
price. This approach may also be undesirable for crops in some environments.
For example, maize may be damaged by frost if planted early, and delaying
sowing may compromise crop yield (Devos et al., 2005). For photoperiodsensitive crops, it may also be difficult to separate flowering of different plants
by sowing crops at short-time differences. In addition, removal of the pollenproducing tassels from maize plants (de-tasseling) is an effective way to breed
maize varieties without allowing gene escape. It is usually done by hand due
to the variation in plant height, but can also be mechanised. However, it is
only feasible for small plots (Gurian-Sherman, 2006) and would be difficult to
maintain in commercial agriculture (Luna et al., 2001).
6.1.3. GM crop-free zones
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The proper deployment of GM and non-GM crops in a region or in a country
can be an effective strategy to totally avoid pollen-mediated transgene flow
and GM contamination/adventitious mixing. For example, growing GM cotton
or GM rice in a region where no wild relatives are found will avoid transgene
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escape to wild relatives through pollen-mediated gene flow. A strategic
deployment of a GM crop-free zone and its implementation needs efforts and
inputs from regional authorities and governments. If such a strategy is to be
designed and implemented, then a robust ordination and legislation system
should be established for its management. It may be possible for farmers to
declare their region a GM crop-free zone or GM crop production zone on
the basis of voluntary agreements, possibly supported by governments. This
may be the most effective and least costly measure to ensure the physical
confinement of GM crops and to promote co-existence on a regional basis
(Devos et al., 2005).
6.1.4. Other concerns for physical confinement

The success of physical confinement of transgene(s) from gene flow is also
dependant upon the ability to cultivate crops in fields over time. Fields used
for cultivating GM crops may not be suitable for cultivating non-GM crops in
immediately following years due to volunteer growth. Volunteers and stray
seed containing transgenic traits within and around fields may hybridise with
other related non-GM crops and wild relatives. Therefore, confinement of
transgenes depends on the proper disposal of plants and the seed-bank after
harvest by removing volunteers and stray seed. It is unrealistic to expect that
all GM volunteer growth from all kinds of crops could be prevented. In fact,
most cases of contamination/adventitious mixing with non-GM crops are likely
to be associated with volunteers and stray seeds. Studies can measure the
likelihood of persistent GM volunteer populations growing within or near nonGM fields and whether it would result in enough cross-pollination to push GM
adventitious presence over agreed thresholds (Flannery et al., 2005).
6.2. Biological Confinement

Confinement of pollen-mediated transgene flow can be accomplished
not only by physical means, but also by biological means. Confinement
based on the biological nature of organisms can be used to prevent crosspollination of GM and non-GM crops, although this is still largely under
development. Biological confinement considers how biological and genetic
engineering techniques, such as induced sterility and engineering plants
not to produce pollen, can prevent GM plants from escaping into natural
ecosystems and breeding or competing with their wild or weedy relatives, or
passing genetically modified traits to other species. Modern biotechnology
makes the new confinement strategy possible. Biological confinement offers
a strategy to design a “cleaner” GM product through appropriate planning
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and design - whether and how to confine a GM crop - before the production
of a GM plant.
A variety of biological confinement strategies have been devised to
augment or replace physical containment strategies (Gressel, 2000; Daniell,
2002; Committee on the Biological Confinement of Genetically Engineered
Organisms, 2004). Genetic barriers that could be implemented to minimise
gene flow between GM and non-GM crops include chloroplast transformation,
male sterility, apomixis, and ploidy level (Box 5). The efficacy of biological
confinement methods will vary depending on the GM crops and the
environment in which the GM crops will be released. Transgene confinement
will be more effective over short time scales and small geographic areas. It
is important to point out that, in most cases, a single biological confinement
method is unlikely to achieve complete confinement, and therefore, it is
recommended that the development of GM crops include more than one
confinement method to lower the chance of failure.
BOX 5. TYPES OF BIOLOGICAL CONFINEMENT
Cloroplast Transformation – The insertion and expression of a transgene(s)
in plant chloroplasts, mediated usually by particle bombardment or direct
DNA uptake into protoplasts. Unlike nuclear transformation, has the benefit of
maternal inheritance in most crop species, remarkably high expression levels,
and ability to process polycistronic mRNA.
Male sterility – The condition in which the male gametes are either absent,
deficient in number, or non-functional. For example, in plants, male sterility
indicates a situation where pollen grains of an individual are completely or
partially aborted.
Apomixes – Any kind of reproduction without fertilisation or fusion between
male (sperm cells) and female gametes (egg cells). As a result, apomictically
produced seeds are genetically identical to the parental plants.
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Cleistogamy – A type of trait in certain plant species to produce seeds by using
non-opening and self-pollinating flowers. This behaviour is most widespread in
legumes, for example in peanuts, peas, and beans.
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Further research to understand how well specific methods work, and well
planned combinations of confinement methods, will need to be tested in
organisms with representative genetic profiles and in a wide variety of field
environments. Research aimed at developing new biological confinement
methods will further minimise risks and may help boost public confidence in
modern biotechnology.
There are many approaches being proposed or developed for the biological
confinement of transgene flow from GM crops (Committee on the Biological
Confinement of Genetically Engineered Organisms, 2004). Some of the
approaches are based on pre-existing agronomic or horticultural methods,
others are newly developed, and some are hypothetical. These approaches
are designed according to their purposes of confinement, for example:
1) confining all gene flow via pollen and seeds;
2) reducing the spread and persistence of vegetative propagules;
3) confining pollen only;
4) confining transgenic traits only;
5) reducing gene flow to and from wild relatives;
6) using phenotypic and fitness handicaps to reduce the need for
confinement; and
7) reducing the exposure to transgenic products in plants.
The major approaches for confining pollen-mediated transgene flow that are
being commonly discussed in the scientific literature are introduced below.
6.2.1. Chloroplast transformation

The genetic modification of chloroplasts is a potentially powerful technology
that has served as a mode for the biological confinement of transgene outflow
through pollen grains (Box 5).
This technology was first developed for tobacco (Svab et al., 1990) and was
later extended to many other plant species (e.g., Daniell et al., 1998; Khan
and Maliga, 1999). The pollen of most major crop plants does not contain
plastids, and chloroplast genes can only be transmitted through the egg to
the embryo. As such, the risk of pollen-mediated transgene escape will be
rare, but not totally eliminated, if the transgene of interest is inserted into the
chloroplast genome (Scott and Wilkinson, 1999). Chloroplast transformation
can dramatically reduce the likelihood of pollen-mediated transgene outflow
because of the maternal inheritance of chloroplasts in most angiosperms (Birky,
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1995). Therefore, this confinement strategy is considered as a promising tool in
biotechnology that has the potential to solve the problems of transgene escape,
not only to wild or weedy relatives, but also to the non-GM counterparts. In
addition, chloroplast transformation has the benefit of remarkably high levels
of stable transgene expression (McBride et al., 1995; Kooter et al., 1999; Ye et
al., 2000). Chloroplasts also have the capacity to express multiple genes from
a polycistronic mRNA, which allows the pyramiding of genes to, for example,
decrease the risk of promoting resistance in pest organisms (Gressel, 1999).
However, it is argued that pollen-mediated gene flow is two-directional,
meaning that while GM crops disseminate their pollen, at the same time, they
also receive pollen from other plants, including their wild relative species.
This reciprocal process could also result in hybridisation between GM crops
and wild relatives (Lu, 2003). Hybrids with transgenic crops as the maternal
parent and wild relatives as the paternal parent will carry transgenes. These
hybrids and their backcrossed progenies with the wild parents could become
potential weeds in agricultural systems. In addition, other concerns of using this
technology are whether plasmid DNA can be inherited paternally (via pollen).
In fact, approximately one-third of the flowering plants investigated exhibited
some degree of paternal or bi-parental plasmid inheritance, and paternal
transmission of chloroplasts does occur rarely in some species (Mogensen
and Rusche, 2000; Huang et al., 2003). Chloroplast genes can also sometimes
move into the nuclear genome, although at an extremely low frequency (6 x
10-5; Huang et al., 2003). These highlight the weakness of applying only this
strategy to confine pollen-mediated transgene flow. More research is needed
in this promising area to perfect this approach for biological confinement of
transgenes.
6.2.2. Male sterility
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Male sterility (Box 5) is used as the main control mechanism in conventional
hybrid breeding for seed production as self-pollination is prevented. It has been
identified in many crops, including rice, maize, wheat, brassicas, alfalfa, rose
clover, birds-foot trefoil, carrot, and onions (Kaul, 1988), but experiences with
various crop plants shows that male sterility is nearly never perfect. For example,
the development of hybrid alfalfa varieties has not been commercially viable
due to the reduced pollination of male-sterile rows by bees. The deployment
of male sterile crops developed by transgenic methods could be very useful
for transgene confinement because it can greatly reduce pollen-mediated
crop-to-crop and crop-to-wild transgene flow, particularly in perennial
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forage crops where the potential for gene transfer is high. In addition, male
sterility can also be useful for the deployment of transgenic open-pollinated
varieties harvested for vegetative organs. Transgenic male sterility could be
introduced to crops for which natural genic or cytoplasmic systems do not
exist. However, most types of male sterility are imperfect, meaning there is
always a certain percentage of fertile pollen grains present, particularly under
different environmental conditions. Also, the transgenic method could fail if
gene silencing or recombination separates the confined gene from the sterility
system (Committee on the Biological Confinement of Genetically Engineered
Organisms, 2004). Therefore, the use of male sterility alone to confine pollenmediated transgene flow has disadvantages.
6.2.3. Apomixes

Apomixes (Box 5) describes the production of seed through an asexual
process, and occurs naturally in some plant species (e.g., Grant, 1981; Wang
et al., 1993). In apomixis, as in vegetative propagation, daughter plants are
genetically identical to mother plants, and uniform within and between
generations. The introduction of apomixis into crops traditionally propagated
through seeds could facilitate the fixation and propagation of superior hybrid
genotypes to the final products. Because obligatory apomictic plants do
not require the fusion of their own male and female gametes to produce
progenies and cannot be fertilised by gametes from other plants to produce
progenies, apomixis has been suggested as a tool for biological confinement
of pollen-mediated gene flow (Gressel, 1999; Daniell, 2002). If it is possible to
produce a GM crop that is fully asexual and fully male-sterile, for example in
some varieties of potato, then pollen-mediated gene flow can nearly never
happen because there is no possibility for hybridisation with nearby non-GM
crops or wild relatives. However, the commercial application of apomixis in
major crops will still take many years to develop, if it is possible at all, because
obligate apomixis is extremely rare and moderate to high pollen fertility is
common in apomictic plants in nature. In addition, due to the population
genetics of an apomictic allele linked to the transgene (e.g. sweep effect), it is
necessary to make sure that apomictic GM plants will not become invasive.
6.2.4. Cleistogamy and ploidy level

The flowers of cleistogamous plants (Box 5) either never open, or eventually
open only after fertilisation has been completed (e.g. in some varieties of
cultivated barley). These plants are strictly self-fertilised with limited amounts
of pollen. Theoretically, obligate cleistogams would not be able to fertilise
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other plants, nor able to be fertilised by other plants. Therefore, creating
plants with obligate cleistogamy is recommended as a possible approach for
biological confinement of pollen-mediated transgene outflow (Committee
on the Biological Confinement of Genetically Engineered Organisms, 2004).
Biological confinement of transgenes by the use of cleistogamy seems to be
possible for some crop species, but it is not practical for all crop species. Many
crops, such as maize, common buckwheat, cassava, and most cucurbits, are
allogamous or cross-fertilised, and it is difficult to create cleistogamous plants
for such crops (Lu, 2003). Therefore, the application of such an approach to
confine transgene flow will be applicable to only certain crops.
Many open-pollinated species are polyploids in nature, for example common
wheat is hexaploid (2n=6x=42), durum wheat is tetraploid (2n=4x=28), and
perennial wheatgrass has both diploid (2n=2x=14) and tetraploid (2n=4x=28)
cultivars (Lu, 1993). Deploying transgenes at different ploidy levels is a
potential genetic barrier for transgenes to transfer to wild populations
because hybrids between different ploidy levels are commonly sterile. For
example, gene flow from hexaploid (2n=6x=48) white clover to wild tetraploid
populations of white clover would be severely reduced or eliminated. Another
strategy of using polyploidy is to deploy transgenes at different ploidy levels
with incompatible genomes. This is based on the fact that many cultivated
crops have multiple genomes and for a particular crop, only one genome is
in principle compatible for interspecific hybridisation with its wild relatives. In
other words, the extent of transgene exchange from an allopolyploid crop
to its wild diploid relatives depends on the genome where the transgene is
located. Gene introgression between different genomes with low homology
tends to be low. Therefore, the risk of transgenes spreading into wild relatives
can be significantly reduced in this system. However, this approach may not
be possible for all crops, because incompatibility of genomes is not strict.
Cytological studies show a considerable amount of genetic recombination
between different (incompatible) genomes, particularly when geneticallycontrolled promoters for chromosome pairing are involved (Sears, 1983; Lu,
1993). In addition, some hybrids between crop species and their wild relatives
are perennial, and even if no immediate introgression occurs between the
genomes of a GM crop and its wild relatives, transgenes may subsist in the
hybrids that can propagate vegetatively without producing seeds.
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There are a number of other molecular approaches being proposed for GM
crop transgene confinement, such as seed sterility that involves genetic use
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restriction technologies (GURTs), excision of transgene before reproduction,
and repressible lethal seed confinement, and have been described elsewhere
in detail (Committee on the Biological Confinement of Genetically Engineered
Organisms, 2004).
6.3. Transgene Mitigation

It is well recognised that confining transgene flow from a GM crop to wild
relatives is not always desirable and straightforward, and is dependant
upon the choice of approach (e.g. physical or biological confinement)
adopted in the actual confinement practices. Although there are a number
of confinement methods that have been developed or proposed for the
objective of minimising the flow of transgenes into wild relatives, a certain
level of transgene flow (leakage) is always inevitable. This is particularly true
for such crop species as rice and sunflowers that have conspecific weeds, as
well as for those that have closely-related weedy species, such as oilseed rape,
sorghum, barley, and maize. Given the fact that the confinement of pollenmediated crop-to-wild gene flow is nearly impossible in reality, a strategy to
mitigate the impact of transgene escape if the escape is inevitable has been
proposed (Gressel et al., 1999; Committee on the Biological Confinement of
Genetically Engineered Organisms, 2004).
Transgenic mitigation (TM) has received growing attention as an approach
for confining transgene spread in wild populations by compromising the
fitness of weeds that receive positive survival traits from crop genes through
introgression (Gressel, 2000, 2002; Hani et al., 2004, 2006). In this concept, socalled “mitigator” genes are introduced into a GM crop and tandemly-linked
to the primary desired transgene(s). The “mitigator” genes would specifically
reduce the fitness of any hybrids and their progenies resulting from pollenmediated transgene flow, considerably reducing any negative environmental
consequences. According to Gressel (1999, 2002), the transgenic-mitigation
(TM) approach is based on the premises that: 1) tandem constructs act as
tightly-linked genes with exceedingly rare segregation from each other;
2) the TM traits chosen are neutral or favourable to crops, but deleterious
to non-crop progeny; and 3) individuals bearing even mildly harmful TM
traits will remain at very low frequencies in weed/wild populations because
weeds typically have a very high seed output and strongly compete among
themselves, eliminating even marginally unfit individuals. Therefore, if the
target transgene providing the agricultural advantage is flanked in a tandem
construct by mitigator genes such as dwarfing, uniform seed ripening, non-
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shattering, anti-secondary dormancy, or non-bolting genes, the overall effect
would be deleterious after introgression into wild or weedy relatives as the
TM genes will reduce the competitive ability of the transgenic hybrids. As a
consequence, these hybrids will poorly compete with normal wild plants, and
therefore the transgenes will persist in only low frequencies in agricultural
ecosystems. Successful attempts to apply TM technology in tobacco have
been reported (Al-Ahmad et al., 2006).
There are, however, still some concerns over the use of transgenic mitigation.
For example, the technology can not solve the problems of massive amounts
of transgenes moving into weedy or wild species through recurrent gene
flow. The destiny and long-term consequences of the mitigator genes in
crop and weedy or wild populations are unpredictable (Lu, 2003). In addition,
establishing tandem constructs with tightly-linked genes will require
considerable efforts for multi-gene engineering. Future attempts to transfer
multiple genes with different traits into one crop variety may challenge such
constructs particularly. The long-term ecological consequences resulting from
these transgenes as a whole package in the environment is as yet unknown
and will be difficult to predict.
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Although still being discussed and argued, transgenic mitigation technology
brings new insight for effective management of transgene flow and its
environmental consequences by mitigating the risks to a minimum level.
Probably, there is no single approach that can be very effective to confine
transgene escape to wild relatives and to mitigate the consequences from
such an escape. Also, it is not necessary to put the same effort to confine all
the transgenes from all GM crops under all environmental conditions where
GM crops will be released for cultivation. This is because many transgenes
that do not provide a selective advantage to the host plant in nature may not
pose any environmental consequences, and many crops that have extremely
low gene flow frequencies (e.g. some legume species) already have a low
risk of transgene escape. In addition, for some geographical locations where
wild relatives or conspecific weeds of the GM crops are absent, transgene
escape through pollen-mediated gene flow would not be an issue. A strategic
combination of transgene confinement from gene flow and mitigation to
minimise its impacts in a particular circumstance should provide an effective
strategy to manage any environmental consequences caused by transgene
escape.
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7. CONCLUSION

Gene flow per se is not a risk because it is a natural process and a part
of evolution that happens incessantly and permanently. Transgene escape
from a GM crop to its non-GM crop counterparts and populations of wild or
weedy relatives through gene flow may pose potential biosafety problems
for food and health, environment, and socio-economics and ethics. Potential
environmental consequences from transgene escape essentially depends
on whether or not the transgenes will express normally in wild relatives, and
whether or not the transgenes will change the fitness of introgressed plants,
which will determine the dynamics of populations that have maintained the
transgene under a selection pressure. Based on biological knowledge, the
possibility of transgene escape can be assessed effectively, as well as the
potential environmental consequences created by any transgene outflow. It
is possible to significantly reduce transgene outflow by the use of a proper
combination of confinement strategies and methodologies, applying both
physical and biological means as use of any one method in isolation is likely
to be ineffective. It is also possible to reduce the impacts of a transgene in
the environment even further by the use of transgenic mitigation methods
if confinement ultimately fails. Strategies or methodologies for transgene
flow containment and mitigation are new and very little testing has been
done to verify their long-term effectiveness. However, the availability
of these strategies offers an opportunity for the future management of
transgene escape to wild relatives and thereby further minimising any
related environmental consequences.
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